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Students Of Old

CONSULTING THF. FISHERMEN
The cordial relations existing between Arthur K. Greenleaf, Com
missioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries, and his large clientele in the
Maine coast counties, is an excellent augury that the industry will
be put on a more profitable basis if hard work and co-operation can
bring it about. The Commissioner is sending out a questionnaire ask
ing what the fishermen would like and what they would suggest for
legislative action. The idea is not altogether a new one, as other com
missioners have sought the fishermen's views and have been equally
concerned with the welfare of the coast dwellers who obtain their
livelihood from the sea. But at this writing the fishermen have come
to a full realization of the crisis by which they are confronted and
more than ever there is a desire to walk hand in hand with the head
of a department which seeks to place the industry upon the safest
and sanest level that is possible.
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The Rockland Gazet'e was estab i stitution:
lished In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was
established and consolidated with the
Gazette ln 1882 The Free Press was
1892
established In 1855 and ln 1891 changed
Its name to the Tribune These papers
Herbert C. Butler, Rockport; Bert
consolidated March 17, 1897.

D. Winslow, Union; Therese C.
Smith; Elvira H. Wood; C. S. Keen;
Those who give most are least
W H. Adams; Charles Manning;
concerned about returns.
Joseph
Mitchell; Allie Pillsbury; Ar
—War Cry
••• thur Farrand; Florence Jones;
Addie French: Addie Loth.-op:
———— t
Maud Simmons; Orace Blake;
FOR ALL INDUSTRIES
Orace C. Upham, Rockport; Olive
S. Ware; Lulu S. Erskine; Carrie
J. W Taylor, Maine Commission
Roo-en. William Roosen; Arthur
er of labor and Industry, Thursday Haines; Fred Robbins; Woodard
advocated compulsory workmen's Perry; Frank Magee; J. F. Carver;
compensation insurance for all Fred Knight; William T. Brastow,
Maine industries in an address be 1 Rockport; C Louise Simmons.
Lizzie Hox; Jennie Young; Alice
fore the 11th annual State Safety
Burnham; Edgar C. Brown; Arthur
Conference. Taylor expressed opin Robinson; Lucy J. Wood; Willie F.
ion the present law should be made ( Hatch, Washington; Preston Howbroader to include many small in 1 ard;
Marne McInnis; .Newton
dustries now without such insur 1 Bunker, Islesboro; Bessie Williams,
ance protection. In the past year, Prospect Harbor; L. W. Look; Frank
j A. IMaxcy; Katie Hare; Lizzie
he said, 1049 industries in the State,
Landers, Hurricane; J. Lelan Hart,
employing 91.685 workers, reported St. Oeorge; Leroy Cole, Union; O.
14 191 accidents involving compen M Hatch; Oscar Flint; Elvin Brad
ford; Howard Perry; John John
sation insurance.
son; John Costello; James Dono
van; Mertie Herrick; George Leon
ard: Henry Crocker.
M. R. Pillsbury.; Oscar Duncan;
• H. A. Emmons; Osgood Gilbert;
! Bert Pease; John Porter; Flora
STARS OF WEEI
Hurley; Lillian Bassett; Cecil Mes
ser; John Callahan; Georgina
Community Building
Geddes; William C. Lufkin, South
TUESDAY, OCT. 25
Rockport; Mary E. Bunker; Harry
Kansas City Kitty
Miller; Theodore Bunker; Reuben
McIntosh; Grace Spalding; Louis
Ray Girardin
A. Crockett, Ash Point; James F.
and Amateurs
Marden, Ash Point; George A.
Benefit RoRt-kland Fire Dept.
Bucklin; Leander Morse, ThomasAmateurs report to Milton French
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The insurance problem of a properly owner is as Individual

as eyesight and insurance should be fitted to needs as care
fully as glasses are fitted to eyes. Let us examine your in
surance needs and make recommendations that may save
you money, but will give you peace of mind. No obligation.
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priced at only—

COUNTING THE CHICKENS
Attendance at the New York World’s Fair, 1939, will, by conserva
tive estimate, total 60,000,000, an average of three admissions for each
of 20,000,000 persons. The amount to be taken in at the Exposition's
nine entrances is figured at $33,000,000. These are impressive sums,
and it is hoped that facts will bear them out. But there's that oldfashioned adage about “not counting chickens before they’re hatched.’’

Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, chairman of
the department of government and
education of the Rockland League
of Women Voters, is a graduate of
George Washington University ond
a member of Phi Mu sorority. Mrs.
Rice was for a time in the editorial
digest department of the Bureau of
Radical Activities for the Depart
ment of Justice. She is also a
member of the American Associa
tion of University Women.
At the next open meeting of th?
Rockland League of Women Voters,
to be held at the home of Mrs. Ken
nedy Crane ,19 Beech street, Oct.
24 at 2.30 Mrs. William Bruce of
Cape Cottage will be the speaker.
Mrs. Bruce was Department chairj man of Government and Education
i for three years of her local league
i and is State Chairman of the same
j Department at this time. She is
| president of the Maine Wellesley
J Club and is a member of the Port| land College Club. There will be a
[ board meeting at Mrs. Crane's at |
! 1.30 p. m.

“Third Cbss World"
A Book “Filled With the
Spirit In Which Men
Should Travel”
Extravagant things that are often 1
said about current books might be 1
said of Dr. Marion J. Bradshaw's
new travel book Third Class World,
and they would be true.
Anyone who reads this absorbing
book can clhim with good reason
that he has heard Dr. Bradshaw
give his best travel talk, for the
author, a native of Bangor, is teach
er and preacher, traveler and lec
turer.
Third Class World covers a wide
sweep of extended travels in 1936.
With this American philosopher the
new efficiency in Russia, where
waiters amuse to the point of re
pressed laughter, to the most polite
people in the world is but a stone’s
throw. You walk with him on turretted pink walls within walls in
China and stroll with him before
tinkling temple bells in other coun
tries.
An expert photographer, Dr.
Bradshaw has taken many fine pic
tures of daring subjects which add
lustre to the 264 pages.
Third Class World is as the au
thor had hoped—“full of the joy of
living; full of the spirit in which
men should travel.'’ It is not an
itinerary; it is a book full of rich
enjoyment that demands attention.

THE HURRICANE’S COST
Nobody outside of that zone in which the tropical hurricane oper
ated will ever be able to realize the enormous loss which it visited upon
life and property. The work of rehabilitation has already wiped out
much of the effect upon property. Myriads of men, working with well
directed effort, can easily replace the structural loss, rebuilding a bet
ter town as they did after the Camden fire, but no power can bring
back to their happy surroundings the 682 persons now officially
recorded as having lost theta* lives during the great New England
catastrophe. In the hospitals, according to the Red Cross, there are
still 191, with “severe fractures and lacerations" and 655 patien.s
released from hospitals are still being treated as convalescents in their
own homes.

IN THE SAVINGS BANKS
The total resources of 32 Mutual Savings Banks in this State are
given by the executive manager of the Maine Savings Banks Associ
ations as $145,000,009. the highest total ever recorded by these institu
tions, including as it does a gain of one million dollars in the last six
months. The average deposit of 287,000 Maine people who have
accounts in these banks is a little better than $449. High up in this
gratifying record stand the figures whirh are contributed by that well
managed institution—the Rockland Savings Bank.
NOT YET A MONARCHY
Harold L Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, told a Los Angeles
audience the other night that Franklin D. Roosevelt might have to
run for a third term, declaring in the same breath that “for his sake
I hope he doesn't.” President Roosevelt has many followers, well
within their rights who would like to sec him serve 12 years, and there
are millions of others who abhor the third term idea—just as they did
in the recent Maine election. But with respect to both factions it
does seem as if we have come to a pretty pass when this broad land of
ours has but one man thought to be capable of serving as its Chief
Executive. We have not yet become a monarchy.
TELEVISION IS COMING
David Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America,
declares that his company is planning to manufacture a limited
quantity of television receivers which lt expects to market by the time
the New York World's Fair opens. That is indeed cheerful news.
It will give us an opportunity to see if some entertainers are as bad
as they sound.
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BANGOR FIGHTER EXONERATED

"The Black Cat”

Fatal Bout In Rockland Ring Had No Elements
Of Manslaughter
Arraigned before Judge Z M., while he was still ln the ring, and
Dwinal on the charge of man-1 were repeated at the hospital,
slaughter, Thursday afternoon. Roy i “Was there any difference in
Worcester, the Bangor boxer, was the fighting after the sixth round?’’
promptly exonerated. Ensign Otis, asked Attorney Otis in the cross
• counsel for the respondent, moved examination.
By The Roving Reporter
"Only that King seemed very
dismissal of the case after the
| tired," replied Lieut Marks.
State's testimony had been pre
“Did you see anything dangerous: The gentlemen of the press have
sented and this was granted by about his condition then?”
long shouldered blame which be
Judge Dwlnal with the statement “No.”
longs to others. So that is rather
that "no unusual blow had been
Medical Examiner Weisman said refreshing to read what Edward
struck, or nothing done that made he examined King 10 minutes aft?r
Shanks wrote in "My England." He
the respondent guilty of man the bout was over, and in his opin
says:
slaughter.”
ion the man was dead at the time.
"There was once a Cabinet Min
The autopsy upon the victim, The officials worked half an hour
ister who committed an indiscretion
Henry King of Worcester, Mass, over him, and the same procedure
in a speech outside the House and.
was performed by medical examin was followed at the Hospital.
regretting it, alleged that he had
er H. J. Weisman with the assis On cross examination Dr. Weis
been misreported. He was fcoluh
tance of Dr. Julius Gottlieb, a Lew- man said both men seemed tired.
enough to add something about the
iston pathologist, who has figured t?ut t^at
saw nothing about Kins habitual unreliability of reporters.
in several local cases in recent to Indicate that he was in a serious
The members of the Press Oallery
years.
condition.
then informed him that, unless he
In substance the verdict was that The testimony of the Lewiston
publicly withdrew this slander on
King came to his death as “the re pathologist was more technical ln
their profession, they would hence
sult of repeated blows over the its character. Innumerable hem
forth report his speeches verbatim,
heart, causing rupture of the blood orrhages around the heart were the
instead of turning them into re
vessels and death."
result of blows and over exertion and spectable English. He made the
The court room was crowded j couid not have brought on such apology that was demanded.”
v.hen the hearing began and there a condition, the witness said. King
was unrestrained applause when was wej| developed and well nourHowell Culltnan. that highly es
Judge Dwlnal granted Mr. Otiss isj,ed. The spleen was considerably teemed newscaster for the Heraldmotion for dismissal.
enlarged, as were liver and sinus Traveler was
______
_____
near_ to ____
tears*yesterLieut. John E. Marks of the State His general physical condition was day morning when he announced
Highway Police, who arrested Wor- good -phe |jvel. (stated on cross ex- j the death of one of his beloved
tester after the fatal bout, was the amination) was enlarged five to ten WEEI associates. And what makes
first witness. He told of light blows percent, the result, he said, (on re ’•Cully" so popular with the masses
exchanged in the tenth round and direct examination) of rather fresh is that the human side is always
of King falling to the floor after thc blows.
uppermost when he talks. His
clinch, Worcester falling astraddle
Attorney Otis in making his mo- strongly
_ _ ___
sympathetic spirit ls alof him King was gasping for breath tion for dismissal argued along the! ways sensed by his unseen audland soon became lifeless. Both i;ne (bat King's condition "pre- ence.
were boxing, he said as two men • existed” and was undoubtedly a
0
would who were in the booting busi- contributing cause to his death
One of our former Irish residents
ness. each trying to outpoint the There was no evidence he said that, who jokingly professed to feel that
other. In the sixth or seventh bitterness or viciousness was exis-, nothing worthwhile was ever acround he saw an upper cut which t«>d in the fight and nothing to ln- compllshed by any other race, was
appeared
to land in King's mid- dicate that Worcester had a right standing one morning before the
section. Witness did not know t0 expect serious results.
1 window of the old Maine Music
where it
struck. In the eighth The remains of the unfortunate Company (which stood on the presround King appeared tired, andpugilist were taken to his home at ent site of Perry's Market) looking
his eyes showed it.
, n Houghton street Worcester.' at a picture of Napoleon. The late
Efforts were made by Dr. Weis-jMass He was 22 and unmarried. Gov. Cobb came by and said:
man and others to resuscitate King His real name was Henry Leroy
“There. Garret, Is a great man you

CL.AMS STILL PLENTIFUL
Maine's clam factories are again in operation, and contrary to
what the alarmists have told us “the clams are running larger and
more plentiful." There are 12 factories along the Maine coast pack
ing thousands of cases of cooked and uncooked clams, chowder and
bcuillon, which will make delirious eating for countless people
throughout the country who never saw a clam in its native habitat.
It is well to know that there is bring exercised a strict enforcement of
the two-inch law.

FISHERMENANDLAWMAKERS
Commissioner Greenleaf Seeking Suggestions
With a View To Legislation

can't claim to be an Irishman."
Quick as a flash came the reply,
"No, but the man who licked him
at Waterloo was.”
Obsessed by this column Pierre
Havener, Jr. has been taking ac
count of stock while delivering ice.
Saw 19 black, cats one morning re
cently.

The steam lighter Noble Maxwell,
Mapping out a Legislative pro to Legislature with a definite pro
gram for the Department of Sea gram for improving conditions in •which, toy the way, was built at
and Shore Fisheries, Commissioner the industry and felt sure of whole Cobb, Butler & Co.'s shipyard, re
cently landed 750 tons of locomo
Arthur R. Greenleaf is seeking sug hearted support from the lawmak tive sand at Portland. It's Just
ers. He said that good progress in
gestions from Maine fishermen and
♦he right direction was made at the barely passible that there are some
dealers. Questionaires inviting the last session and that he would ad readers who do not know what
men in the industry to advance vocate a number of new and im- “locomotive sand" is.
theories of their own as to what : portant measures,
Thirty million frankfurters and
should or should not be done will be
Stating that the industry as a
sent out soon, he said. He expects j whole was in a deplorable condi- hamburgers will be eaten next year
to receive many valuable sugges- tion. Greenleaf said that he felt at the New York World’s Fair 1939.
tions and to get the concensus of that with the right amount of If strung into a rope, they would
opinion of a majority of fish men , State and Federal encouragement reach across the Atlantic from New
The Coast Guard boat Travis is . ton steamers. The others were most- on a variety of problems.
j it could be “put on its leet once York to London. The meat ln them
would fill 187 refrigerated freight
back at her Rockland dock after | ly fishermen. At Providence the
Greenleaf said that he would go more."
cars.
,
i
tanker
Phoenix
was
bow
up
to
one
having participated for three weeks,
i of the main thoroughfares,
with other boats of the Boston Divi- j Operating a Navy derrick lighter
At Tuesday night's meeting of
After school every afternoon
sion in helping restore order in the
Trayls raised and floated lfi
Pleasant Valley Grange there will scores of empty boxes clatter across
hurricane zone on the Rhode Island boats.
be degree work. The lecturer has Main street drawn by children on
Courier-Gazette Staff Pays planned a pie march, ladies to take
coast. She operated principal-' The crew of 20 tell of tremendous
Crockett’s Point to whom they have
Its Respects and Presents a regular sized pie each. The an been given by storekeepers for fire
ly
at
Point
Judith,
Tiverton,
Warj
havoc
caused
by
the
hurricane,
the
L. R. F.
ren and Bristol, and also took a shores being littered with wreck
nual fair Nov. 4 seems to be the wood. Sometimes the boxes are
a Gift
Congressional party to Block Island.' age.
chief topic of conversation. A fine larger than the children but they
Shows at the Rockland theatres
which was badly hit by the storm, j Before returning to Rockland the
At 8 o’clock this morning a parade entertainment and one of those ex manage to get the fuel across,
will remain on the same schedule
Life Saving units were also en-! commander of the Travis yesterday formed in the lobby of The Courier- cellent suppers.
much to the satisfaction of sympa
throughout the winter—three shows gaged in the rehabilitation work, received orders to intercept the Gazette office, including all the
thetic spectators.
daily at the regular hours.
the entife force operating under the \ steamship Black Condor then 250 staff except one man. Swiftly the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
direction of Capt. T. Shanley.' miles east of Cape Cod in a dense procession closed in on this lone
I am handed a copy of the Rock
I
___ | If I had my life to live again I land Opinion of April 20, 1893,
commander of the Boston Division, fog.
victim, who, with characteristic
, . ) would have made a rule to read some
One of the tasks in which the | Knore Angue, a seaman, had concentration, was feeding a last poetry and listen to some music at which contained an extended obitu
moving
press,
with
no
idea
of
the I tastes
J'*"4 °p
ce » week JrheJ<”8
Travis was engaged was the restor- fallen from the cross trees to the
”
is a loss ot happiness.—Charles ary of Cornelius 'Hanrahan, who
ing of many boats to their native deck, breaking one of his legs, sev- events transpiring silently behind I Darwin,
was one of Rockland's best known
element, from positions which they! eral ribs and sustaining other in- him. At a word, he turned and j
and wealthiest citizens. Mr. Hanra
Bates College
MY SHADOW
occupied after the storm, on the juries. A doctor, sent on a speed faced the smiling faces of his 14 .
han’s will was published in connec
Oct 22—At University of Maine.
Father, I cannot 6ee!
shore, 15 to 20 feet above sea level. ’ boat, took the injured man to Glou- long time associates. He was Frank | The darkning clouds shut out each tion with the obituary Heading
Oct. 29—Bowdoin.
beam.
Some of these rested on cross ’ cester and placed him in the Ma- S. Lyddie who today concludes 22 And radiant
Nov. 5—Open.
from their thlck'nlng depths the long and impressive list of be
comes not a gleam
years of faithful service to The Cou
Nov. 11—Colby.
streets, two of the craft being 20- j rine Hospital.
quests was the gift of all stock of
Of hope for me;
I
.
rier-Gazette.
Darker and rougher grows the weary Lolbb Lime Co., owned by the de
Bowdoin College
way;
Neil S. Perry, foreman, made a Oone Is the light that erst Illumed ceased, and valued at $42,000, to be
Merian Fernald, Larry Langley,
Oct. 22—At Colby.
life’s day.
used in the interest and support of
Clara Nason, Herman Pelletier, neat presentation speech and hand
Oct. 29—At Bates.
Nov. 5—University of Maine.
St. Bernard's Catholic Church" as
The following Students are regis Jeannette Philbrook, Helen Pietro ed the surprised Frank a pen and
Father, r cannot rest!
Is tfllled with, Vague and Bishop Healey and his successors
Nov. 12—Tufts.
tered at the Ballard Business ski, Avard Robinson. Dana Smith, pencil set, testimonial of esteem and My mind
troubled thought.
Colby College
School;
Jr., Katherine Veazie, Eino E. Hill. regret at parting from his fellow While that sweet peace, which I no may direct." Mr. Hanrahan died at
long had sought.
the age of 70 years.
Secretarial — Dorothy Anderson,
Oct. 22—Bowdoin.
Pearl Knight is temporarily em- workers. Mr. Perry’s remarks were
Has left my breast;
Oct. 29—At Maine.
Barbara Brown. Hope Bowley, Wini-1 ployed at Camden National Bank, supplemented by appreciative words j Unanswered are my help-imploring
Nov. 5—Middlebury.
One year ago: R. Bliss Fuller of
fred Dimick, Ruth Lenfest, Margaret, Last June Ballard Business from Associate Editor Frank A. , And ever o’er my path the shadow falls!
Nov. 11—At Bates.
Union was elected president of the
Came sweet
low ^olce:_
Graves, Fred Harden, Jr., Virginia i School offered a three months' Winslow. Thereupon the group)
University of Maine
Haskell, Anne Jacobs, Ethel Jordan, j scholarship to some of the smaller gathered round for handclasps and it stirred my soul with joy-awakntng Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau at Its
Oct. 22—Bates.
Pearl Knight, Byron Knowlton high schools. This award was based good wishes. Mr. Lyddie retires Llke “to^chord. which by some mln- annual meeting held in this city.—
Oct. 29—Colby.
Tlie Baptist Men's League held its
. strei f°undFreda Moody, Arlene Nelson, Eva; on scholastic ability, character and from active work to devote his time ,
,
,
. ,
Makes him rejoice:
Nov. 5—At Bowdoin.
E. Porter, Edith Roberts, Priscilla leadership. The selection of the to the management of wood cutting "o doubting heart, trust never ln thy first meeting of the season, with an
Robinson. Catherine Simonton, Janet most deserving student was left to opertaions on his holdings and the But ,^Jhtth0U unto Me; i am the address by Rev. J. Charles MacDon
ald.—The Augusta District of the
Light."
Wade, Arlene Winchenbach. Law the principal of the high schools. enjoyment of a richly earned rest. ;
DANCE TONIGHT
Maine Federation of Music Clubs
rence Yates, Russell Young.
Freda J. Moody, daughter of Mr.
Swiftly around I turn—
Wilbur tA. Fogg and son Teddy, Vanish the gloomy clouds, the doubts was held in this city.—Youthful
Stenographic — Mercedes Calder and Mrs. Willis Moody of Warren,
depart,
DAMARISCOTTA
wood Cleora Condon, Roberta Nutt. Edith Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Earle Grant and Ernest Johnson while as the wondrous light o'erfloods burglars were apprehended in three
local breaks—The highest num
Tbhf truth ’I learn:
Special — Harold Arnold, Charles Mrs. Allston Roberts of Vinal Ha- have returned from a hunting trip [
Every Saturday
bered
Maine car seen during the
at
Milo,
Ernest
bringing
back
a
1
From
God
I'd
turned
and
wandered
off
Emery,
Marian
Flanders,
Patricia
t
ven,
and
Arlene
M.
Winchenbach,
LLOYD RAFNELL and his
ORCHESTRA
Thompson. Jennie Yates, Barbara daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Millard fine deer. This might be called | The shadow 'cross my path iwas but season was 158.809, spotted by D. H.
Large Enjoyable Fireplace
Fuller.—Farmington
High
beat
my own!
_w
PuUer Jr
Blaisdel, Domenick Cuccinello. Jr., Winchenbach, were chosen to re- “beginner's luck," as this was his,
No Parking Worry
127*lt
,
first trip in the big woods.
I
, '
1880 Rockland High 14 to 8.
Edith Dondis, Virginia Drinkwater, ceive this scholarship.
I

THE TRAVIS IS BACK

After Three Weeks’ Strenuous Relief Work In
Rhode Island Ports

Goodbyes To Frank

College Football

Ballard Students
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ford Sylvester sold the most sub termined to give Camden a real evening by Junior High with these
scriptions, $15, and Billy Tait came game.
chairmen: entertainment, Dorothy
I second with $13. The high scorer
Havener;
refreshments, Pauline
THRKF.-TIMF8- A-WFFK
for the girls was Mary Farrand Tuesday was "Poster Day" in Miss 1 Havener
decorations,
Lincoln
That Is the Keynote of Hard Carl L. Leafe, Formerly of
What? know ye not that your
with $1050. Miss Brown's home Hughes' seventh grade history McRae: clean-up. Barrett Jor
of
Hearing
Week,
BeginVinal
Haven,
Transferred
body Ls the temple of the Holy
room pupils had an average of $1 classes. These posters were on "Thc dan; music. Louise Veazie. Thc
Early Exploration Period" and the decorations
Ghost which ye have of God. and ye
ning Monday
To Hamilton
featured
pumpkins.
per person.
• • • •
are not your own? 1 Cor. 6: 19.
class >010 made these pupils the witches, and black cats, in keeping
At the meeting of the Rockland' The following article relating to
Tryouts for the Junior High Girl's winners for the best posters made: wdh the season. The program:
Society for the Hard of Hearing, a former Vinal Haven boy, is from I
Glee Club has been conducted by 7-1 Joan Look, Betty Holmes, j pjano solo, Byron King; song, Louise
Thursday, Mrs. Gladys Thomas, thp
0( The Norton
Miss Lamb, with these students ac Robert Jones, and Raymond Chls-I veazie? Virginia Witham. Shelby
president, made the following apto Boston after spending the week speaker at Tuesday's Senior High cepted for membership: Dorothy holm; 7-2 Pauline Havener. Vir- i Glendennlng. Polly (Havener, ChrisI Spirit, published by the Norton
pointments: Mrs. F. F. Brown.
end with his family.
assembly and gave u most informa Childs. Barbara Kennedy. Eliza ginia Witham. Rongld Packard, and tine Newhall. Mary Wotton. and
chairman of National Hearing Comnany of Worcester, Mass
Dr. Harry A. Tounge has recent' tive talk on European countries beth Holmes. Doris Newhall. Paul Ronald Berry; 7-3 Mildred Harvey Beverly Havener; harmonica solo,
■ iy been appointed Rockport school, wby.b be visited a few years ago. ine Havener. Ruth McMann, Vir Jeanette RobLshaw, John Gamage. Roland Robishaw; piano solo. Betty
Wills allowed: Andrew J. Peters, Week, Mrs Frank Hewett, chair"Carl L. Leafe will assume thc physician for the year. Physical His> familiftrity with the’section of ginia Witham, Virginia Wooster, and William Bodman; 7-4 Ruby Holmes; poem. Dorothy Good now;
late of Boston, Mass., deceased, man of the membership drive of
Charles F. Weed nnd Harold Peters, the American Society for the Hard j duties and responsibilities of super- , examination of all students is now Europe so much dfccussed today Ruth Emery. Shelby Glendennlng, Prock. Virginia Risteen, Arthur song, Mary Wotton, and Mary
both of said Boston, appointed exrs.; of Hearing; Miss Maude Marsh, intendent at Hamilton. In his new being conducted by him.
helped his audience to understand Mary' Farrington, Dorothy IGoodnall, Fuller and Vito Murgita.
Perry; song. Polly Havener; piano
hp w|u
(<> R c
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Spear re the problems and conditions now Shirley Eaton. Joyce Cables, Doro
Mary Frances Curtis, late of Cam scrap book in which all newspaper
solo, Elaine Post, dance, Charlotte
items
pertaining
to
the
society
are
.
.
_
—
-------—
---I turned Thursday from Providence, existing there. With the use of thy
.... _Sylvester,
_______________
.
ThU week Mlss Sta,hI's Engllsh and Veronia Murphy; song. Donald
den .deceased. Alice Curtis Mans
Alice Hall,. Georgia
preserved
i as’ residenl manager." So read a
field of Camden appointed aims
plans were made for National'notice laeued on ^P1' 30 by H K where they visited their daughter. maps the location of each country Stevens. Virginia Glidden. Mildred;3’1 was dlvlded int0 four troupes j Kalloch. David Bicknell. Charles
Mrs. George Ingraham and Dr. In was defined, and some of its his Colson. Clara Hall. Louise Veazie, ol actors who chose a part of the Fernald. Richard Thomas, Joan
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To Live In Canada

Probate Court
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NEW

EASY-WRITING
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WANTED
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HILLCREST HOMESTEAD
ROUTE ONE—SOUTH WARREN

Home Style Baked Bean Supper, Sat. Nights, 40c
Served Anytime After 4 P. M., Saturdays

Needless Killings

!

‘Better To Lose Deer Than
a Life” Says Commis
sioner Stobie

Inland Pish and Oame Commis
sioner George J. Stobie today
Served Every Sunday from 12 lo 7 P. M.
THu| FRI | SAT
warned all hunters to take the utSUN MONTU ESWED
I most safety precautions. Stating
“Special attention ai all limes given to Bridge parties and Clubs"
j that each day more and more ntmFOR RESERVATIONS, TEL. WARREN 3-41
j rods were going into the woods
1 Stobie suggested that a little comA
~
I mon sense and carefulness would
Rcckland High and Camden High
Mrs. Elmer Joyce of ^Hamden Is prevent a repetition of last years'
renew football at Community Park assisting at the Knox Registry of accident toll.
I next Monday via the six-man team Deeds.
He urged parents not to allow their
If
I route.
young sons and daughters to carry
%
Monday night’s meeting of Rock
high powered rifles into the woods
An interesting exhibit of valuable land Lodge B.P.O.E. will be its 651st and warned inexperienced hunters
pigeons will be one of the hobbies regular session. Supper at 6.30.
to “look twice and <three times if
to interest the men at the 'Hobby
necessary before they shoot." “It is
The
Past
Matrons'
and
Patrons'
Show to be in the Community
Association meets next Thursday better to lose a deer than a life," he '
Building on Nov. 16-18.
said, and stressed the terrible con
“COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
ln the Rockland Masonic building.
SHADOWS BEFORE”
sequences that might result from a
Oct. 24—(3 to 8.30)—Woman's Educa
Rev. John Smith 'Lowe, D. D.. is
Miss Helen Stetson of Thomas careless shot.
tional Club meets with Mrs. Austin
to occupy the residence vacated by
Smith, 46 Grace street.
Thousands of multi-colored, gra
Oct 25—Jimmie and Dick at Com M. B. Perry when the latter takes ton is having a week's vacation from
munity Building.
her duties as cashier at E. B. phically designed posters have been
Oct. 26—Eastern Maine Music Festi possession of the congressman
distributed by his warden force in.
Crockett's store.
val concert In Bangor.
Littlefield house.
Oct. 27—Navy Day
all sections of the State. These point
Oct. 27—Annual meeting of Past Ma
The destrier Benham returned out the dangers of reckless firing
trons and Patrons Ass'n at Masonic
Children wishing to exhibit their to New Jersey yesterday having and simple safety measures that may
Temple.
Oct 31—Hallowe'en.
Oct. 31—Golden Rod Chapter. O.EB . hobbies in the Hobby Show on Nov. completed a highly successful series be taken.
annual fair and game party at Masonic 16-17-18 will please get in touch
of trials off Rockland.
Perturbed at the many accidents
hall.
Nov. 1-2 —Camden— YMC A. Min with Allston Smith, sub-master
last
year, Stobie suggested that comstrels at Opera House
Rev. Guy Wilson of the Methodist piUsory examinations for all huntNov. 4—Annual bazaar at Pleasant at the Rockland High School.
Valley Orange.
Church addressed the Annual Roll ers mikht be necessary if the need
Nov 4—Rubinstein Club meets at
Mrs. O. O. Cuddy of 37 Tilton Call audience of Littlefield Memo less killings did not stop.
Unlversallst vestry.
Nov. 5—Knox Pomona meets with street, New Haven, has The Courier- rial Baptist Church last night, his
Ocod Will Orange, South Warren.
—‘Bto?kiand“’oar*en "club|Gazette's thanks for a copy of the subject, “Our Religious 'Life in a
Nov
Flcwer Show at Community Building New Haven Sunday Register con
Changing Age."
Nov 10 — Warren — Play "Comical
Country Cousins,'' auspices of Congre taining a pictorial description of
gational Circle.
Lody Cross, Bert Benner and
Nov 11—American Legion observance the damage wrought by the tropi
Given By Rockland Garden
of Armistice Day. closing with ball at cal hurricane ln that section. The Mr. Newbert have returned from a
Community Hall.
Club Nov. 8 — Holiday
Nov 15—Camden—Outing Club Feast illustrations were by all odds the deer hunting trip above Ripogenus.
and Frolic at Masonic hall.
—--__
Ideas In Order
They brought home two bucks and
Nov. 16-18—Annual hobby show at mos^ spectacular we have seen
Community Building
a doe, and the report of an excep
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church
The fall flower show to be held by
The property purchase made by tionally fine outing.
fair
the Rockland Garden Club, Nov. 8,
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play Socony Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., as
“Lend Me Your Baby" at Opera House.
Horace P. Maxey, principal of the In the Community Building, is at
announced ln Thursday's issue was
High
School in Strong—a Rockland tracting wide attention. Displayed
There will be a public beano party read
much lnterest'
8en‘
boy
—
will
be one of the speakers ln the east room, new ideas for the
eral public, including the patrons
Monday night at G.AR. hall.
next
Thursday
at the meeting of arrangement and placing of winter
of the filling station at that point
the
Principals'
Association
held in bouquets, evergreens, and Christmas
American Legion Auxiliary meets wtl ** wel1 pleased
know
connection with the State Teach decorations will be found.
Monday at 7 30 Refreshments will EmlUo Hary
10 remaln “
The Camden Garden Club will as
ers' Convention.
be served
ager of the new Plant- Hls capable
sist the local club ln the classes
_____
services are highly appreciated.
1 James N. East, son of Mr. and which follow:
•
Bingo lovers will find happiness'
------Mrs. James N. East, 24 Maple street
1. Wreaths.
every Saturday night at K.P. hall,1 ®r- and Mrs. Blake B. Annis will a sophomore at Colby College, was
2. Garlands.
8 to 10 o'clock, with regular and attend the annual convention of named on the Dean’s list posted
3. Thanksgiving Centerpieces.
special prizes.
I the Maine State Chiropractors’ AsTuesday. This list of honor stu
4. Christmas Centerpieces <3 and
_____
1 sociation at The Eastland Hotel in
dents was composed of those who 4 to be displayed on card tables).
The M B Perry house, Summer Portland. Saturday and Sunday. The
have an average rank of 85% or
5. Winter Bouquets.
street will be occupied about the main speakers will be Dr. Wayne P.
higher.
6. Potted Plants.
first of the month by Dr. and Mrs. Crider, President of the Council
7. Christmas Windows.
John Smith Lowe.
National Board of Chiropractic Ex
The annual inspection of Clare
8. Gourds—best collection.
aminers from Hagerstown, Mary mont Commandery, K. T„ takes
All entries must be in by 11 a m .
There will be an official inspec land, Dr. Gilbert C. Robert from
place next Monday night, with E. Nov. 8.
*
tion of Claremont Commandery j Tiffin, Ohio, and Dr. C. A. Bishop
Murray Graham, grand generalissi
This
type
of
show
is
attracting
Monday night with supper at 6.30 from St. Hyancinthe, Quebec. Dr.
mo of the Orand Commandery as local enthusiasts who will be Inter
served by the Eastern Star.
Annis, who is chairman of the con- inspecting officer. He will be ac
ested to know besides the show a
] vention, will preside at the Saturday companied by other offioers of the
lecture and demonstration will be
Elks are much interested in Mon afternoon session.
Grand Commandery. Supper will be held in the tower room. The hours
day night's program which has a
served by the Eastern Star. A stat are from 2.30 p. m. throughout the
free German supper at 6.30 preced
Winslow-Holbrook Post kicked up ed conclave will be held Monday
evening. With the efforts of Mrs.
ing the 8 o'clock meeting.
, its heels at Thursday night's meet- night, Nov. 7—the last before the
Pauline C. Mac Williams, president
------ing with a rousing welcome for
of the local Garden Club and her
At the Garden Club meeting to Co, Malc0]m L gtoddard manager annual conclave.

w» OCTOBER.

In The

Churches

1
2 3 ’ 5 6 7 8
9 1011 12 13 14 15
16 17 H9 20 21 22
%2 526 27 28 22

Fall Flower Show

ing of God in Christ Jesus. Let us
■ therefore, as many as be perfect,
I be thus minded: and if in any thing [
i ye be otherwise minded, God shall j Baptist Men Hear Popular
reveal even this unto you."—Philip- !
Speaker and Add Four
pians 3:13-15).

J

Full Course Chicken or Duck Dinners Sunday 85c

TALK OF THE TOWN

Page Three

SERMONETTE

“I Am The True Vine"
I

How clear Jesus made every
thing. On that last Thursday
He is explaining to His disciples
His relation to God. their rela
tion to Him. and through Him
their own relation to God. th,e
Father. As usual, He took for
illustration something which
they all knew about—the vine.
Palestine was clad with vine
yards. Prom Genesis to Revela
tion the ancient writers made
similar references. “I am the
true vine and my Father is the
husbandman. Every branch in
me that bareth not fruit, he
taketh it away, and every branch
that beareth Irult he cleanseth
it that it may bear more fruit.”
Exactly so might any nursery
man, or Davy tree hour speaker,
have phrased it. Jesus goes on.
“Already ye are clean because of
the word which I have spoken
unto you. Abide in me and I
in you. As the branch cannot
bear fruit of Itself, except it
abide in the vine, so neither can
you. I am the vine, ye are the
branches. "He that abideth in
me, and I in him, the same bear
eth much fruit. Apart from me
ye can do nothing. If a man
abide not in me. he is cast forth
as a branch, withers, is gathered
up and burned.” You can wit
ness just such a pruning opera
tion in any orchard in Maine.
“But if ye abide in me, ask
whatsoever ye will and it shall
be done unto you." Language
as plain as the instructions in a
spring catalogue from Glens
Palls.—William A. Holman

Elisha W. Pike who recently ex
perienced an 111 turn.
E. H .Crie made an announcement
concerning the lecture which Alton
H. Blackington is to give in Com
munity hall on the night of Nov. 8.
» • • •
New Members
Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson, the guest
“Life at its Best" will be the ser-1
speaker,
departed from his as
Members of the Baptist Men's.
mon topic by Rev. Charles A. Mars
signed topic, and spoke instead upon
taller at the Littlefield Memorial League turned out in goodly num "Maine For Sale.’’ Hold tenaciously
Church Sunday morning at 10.30. bers Thursday night to give thc new to your landmarks, the speaker ad
Tlie music will include a selection season a fitting send-off. The four vocated. You've got to be in line
I by the choir and a solo by Mrs. guests. Stuart C. Burgess. Horatio with the community ln which you
Wesley Thurston. A children's story Cowan, Harold Smith and George i'’ve- Let's don't sell It!"
will precede the sermon. The
Dr. Wilson's talk was thoroughly
church School will meet at 11.45 Moulton, were promptly impressed Informal and covered an amazing
| and the (Christian Endeavor at 6 into membership.
amount of territory and thought.
o'clock. Praise service and sermon
A very hopeful word was received Standing out in bold relief among
j at 7.15, the topic being "The Ques- concerning the condition of Supt. the personages which it touched
1 tion of the Day.” Tlie music will
George J. Cumming, who is now upon were Sergeant York, the out
' Include a selection by the choir and
in
the hands of a Boston specialist. standing hero of the World War, and
j a duet by Mrs. Lillian Lord and
Col. Charles A.Lindbergh whose avi
Miss Olive Bragg. Prayer meeting That an operation may not be neces ation stunts also made him a world
sary
was
the
belief
expressed.
So

Tuesday evening at 7.30. The La
wide hero. Long and Intimate com
dies’ Aid meets Wednesday evening licitude was also expressed for Judge panionship with Sergeant York has
with Mrs. Prank Gregory.
class meeting in the auditorium provided him with stories and anec
• • • •
dotes which may be classed as
At the Unlversalist Church Sun with Mr. Olds as teacher will study
"inside stuff."
“
The
Ancient
Books
of
Law.
”
day morning 10.45 a. m. Dr. Lowe
reaches the turning point in his Comrades of the Way will meet in
FASHIONS IN PARIS
1 series of sermons on "The Peril of the vestry at 6.30 p. m„ with the i
Democracy and the Decline of Re- new officers in the chairs, and a ' Outstandng among Erick's new
1 liglous Faith.” The series will end live program prepared by the com
hats, shown to private clients arc
j with the next two sermons. He will mittee.
|
high draped turbans of crepe dej finish with the factors which have
“
Is
it
Possible
Today!"
will
be
veloped In two colors such as conproduced a decline of faith and be
the subject of the sermon at tlie trasting shades of 'blue, or beige
gin with the "Recovery of Faith
The vital question::Is Faith still de- Pir£t BaPtlst Church Sunday morn- and brown. All of these turbans
clinlng or are we on the way to a in«- Special music will be furnished feature front height, sloping away
recovery of Faith? will be the cen-! by
trlPle mixed quartet. The in the back like a beret. Tall felts,
tral theme. The last two sermons church school with classes for men, I with eccentrically narrow crowns,
will therefore be the most import- ! women, boys, girls will open at noon. ’ are shown in a variety of types, in
ant The church school will meet i The Endeavorer’s inspiration hour J eluding peasant shapes and Welch
' will open at 6 o'clock with the presi- I witch models. Chechlas and pillin the vestry at noon.
dent Barbara Perry leading. The | boxes are trimmed with bird wings
At the Congregational Church Peeples evening service will open at or egrets, and brimmed profile
the combined service of public wor 7.15 with tlie prelude and big sing,, sports felts in practical colors feaship and church school ls at 10.30 assisted by the organ, piano, and ture pompon trimmings. Snocds of
a. m„ the children sharing the wor triple quartet. Mr. MacDonald will1 colored chiffon are a novel note,
ship service and attending classes give his second sermin in series oil as, for example, one of royal blue
during the sermon. The theme of "Some Ancient Pools In Modern At- on a black flowerpot shape.
1------------------the sermon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds tire,” the subject being, "The Man ,
will be another in the series of Bible Who Laughed Like a Pool." This j It takes little time to administer
biographies, devoted this time to week is to toe observed as Rally a rebuke, but it takes a long time to
' forget It.—Chinese Proverb
"Solomon.” The young people’s Week.

At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be ^ipropriate for the nineteenth Sunday after
Trinity: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; church school at
9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon
club members, combined with the at 10.30; Vespers at 730.
be held Tuesday at 2.30 at Com- Qf th(? VeUrans. Admlnistration
Ruth Mayhew Tent, does not
Camden Club, flower lovers will here
• • • •
munlty Building. Prof. Pay Hyland
gt Togus Co, gtoddard
meet again until Nov. 7 yet plans
find pleeasure.
will give a discussion on plant gavp aR lnsplrationa, ulk and the
Services Sunday at Pratt Me
are being made for several activities
names, the common name of Plants j budmes als0 hpard some brief bul
morial Methodist Church begin at
including the reception to be given
and their derivations.
excellent tafc by
R in honor of Mrs. Mae Cross, de
9.30 when Friendly Men's Bible
class will meet; 10.30 morning wor
Veazie,
Mrs.
Katherine
Libby,
presi

partment
president
of
the
S.
of
U.
Messages will be sent free to any
dent of the Legion Auxiliary; Capt. V. Auxiliary, Nov. 12. in Grand Schedule of Meetings and ship, Rev. Guy Wilson's sermon
part of the world. Be sure to see
topic "Complete Redemption." Mrs.
Daniel Ivory, Sheldon Voshey and Army hall, an invitation to attend
Mr Sherman and Bill Gray trans
Suppers During the Pres Lydia Storer. soloist, will sing
Everett
Emmons
of
Togus;
Col.
a
reception
given
by
Mary
Todd
mit these messages. Even if you
ent Season
“Pear Not Ye, O Israel" by Buck,
are not interested in amateur radio Basil H. Stinson past department Lincoln Tent of Bangor to Mrs.
[ccmmander; Earl Alden, depart - Maude Milan, department president
Chapin Class is already two meet and “Spirit of God" toy Neldllnger. I
work your friends will thrill at the
1 ment executive committeeman; and of D.U.V. on Nov. 14. also tffe an ings advanced on its schedule for Epworth League meets at 6.30, fol- j
messages. This will be another of
lowed by the evening Gospel song
the hobby exhibits at the Hobby Past Department Commander H. O. nual fair to be held in Orand Army the ccming season. Other meetings and address “A Suspended Sen- J
Staples. The Legion Band played hall early in November.
will be held in the following order:
Show. Nov. 16-18.
fence," at 7.30.
numerous selection and also con
Oct. 25—Jane Trussell. hostess.
Grand Commander Prank E.
• • • •
Funeral services for tlie late tributing to the entertainment were
Nov. 1—Leola Wiggin, hostess.
Southard
has
sent
thc
following
no

Edith
Jackson,
William
Imlach,
"Probation
after
death" is the
Edwin U. Price, 25 years a patrol
Nov. 8—Supper, chairman, Lucy
subject of the lesson-sermon that
man were held at the Burpee par Alba Maddocks and Kenneth Wing tice to Knights Templar: “The Rhodes.
Grand Commandery invites you to
will be read in all churches of j
lors, Limerock street. Rev. J.
Nov. 15—Emma Hall, hostess.
Christ, Scientist, on Oct. 23. The'
Rev. Walter S. Rounds a former attend an entertainment and dance
Charles MacDonald officiating. In
Nov. 22—Dorothy Smalley, hostess.
terment was in Sea View cemetery. member of Rockland Rotary Club ,to toe held—the first at Camden
Nov. 29—Maud Blodgett, hostess. Golden Text is: "God shall bring
The bearers were Chief of Police !and
Urst secretary, was guest Opera House on Nov. 4 at 8 p. m„
Dec. 6—Supper, chairman Delilah every work into judgment, with
every secret thing, whether It be
Fish, former chief A. P. Richard- ‘peaker at yesterday's meeting. He the second at the Masonic Temple, Cunningham.
son, Deputy Marshal Achorn and handled hls subject, "This Man Portland, on Nov. 5, at the same
Dec. 13—Gladys Blethen, hostess. good, or whether it be evil” (Ecclesi
astes 12:14). The citations from
Patrolmen Philbrook. Ingraham Hitler and Hls Dream of Empire," hour. One hour and a half of deDec. 27—Velma Marsh, hostess.
in an able and studious manner lightful^entertainment will be pro
and Drinkwater.
Jan. 3 — Blanche Calderwood, the Bible Include the following
and gave his audience much food vided, followed toy general dancing. hostess.
passages: “Brethren I count not
Alton Hall Blackington, ace news for thought. While not agreeing Your only ticket of admission is
Jan. 10—Supper, chairman, Faith myself to have apprehended: but
this one thing I do. forgetting those
photographer and lecturer extra with Hitler s methods and ideas, he your Templar uniform, without Berry.
things which are behind, and
ordinary will speak at Community feared that the spirit of force was sword. You are entitled to bring
Jan. 17—Ada Perry, hostess.
reaching forth unto those things
Building. Rockland. Nov. 8. featur taking the place of the spirit of tol- your lady and she can wear any
Jan. 24—Ellen Cochran, hostess.
lng pictures and high lights of the j trance and the rights of individuals thing but a Templar uniform. Join
Jan. 31—Adelaide Lowe, hostess. which are before, I press toward the
recent hurricane. It is his official' and minorities, and that democracy the modern crusade and have a
Peb. 7—Supper, chairman, Harriet mark for the prize of the high callhomecoming to his native Rock- Itself was ln danger of being good time.”
Parmalee.
land Let's all be there. Auspices eclipsed. Major Vernon W. Hall was
Peb. 14—Hope Greenhalgh, hostess.
Community Theatre Guild—adv.
welcomed Into membership and was
Peb. 22—Ella Bird, hostess.
OWL
’
S
HEAD
125-127 1 given a fine reception. Dr. C. H.
Peb. 28—Grace Daniels, hostess.
------------------------------------------------ 1 Jameson. J. Hugh Montgomery, and
Tire library will be open from 2
March 7—Supper, chairman, Etta
R W. Jamieson of Camden and to 3 during the winter.
Stoddard.
WANTED
Ktnneth C. Lovejoy of Belfast were
March 14—Nora Cooper, hostess.
EXHIBITS OF
He (hopefully)—I've never seen
visiting Rotarians. P. W. Puller and
March 21 — Gertrude Russell
such dreamy eyes.
R. S. Sherman were guests.
hostess.
She (fed up)—That's because
March 23—Gladys Orff, hostess.
for the
you've never stayed so late before
BORN
April 4—Grace Flanders, hostess.
HOBBY SHOW
'''avreau—At Rockland. Oct. 21. to Mr.
April 11—Supper, chairman, Kath
and Mrs J. Frederick Favreau. a eon—
Townsend Club No. 2 will hold a
Rockland, Nov. 16,17,18 Frederick Donald.
erine St. Clair.
public supper next Monday night
New, Unique and Different Hob
April 18—Lucy Rhodes, hostess.
5-7 at their new quarters, 281 Main
DIED
bles especially wanted
April 25—Clara Smith, hostess.
CHECK COSTS HERE
*lt
Bray—At Camden. Ronald W Bray, street.—adv.
Get in touch with thc chairman
May 2—Grace Rollins, hostess.
of the appropriate committee as of Rockport, aged 3 years, 5 months.
9 days. Funeral Monday at 2 p. nt. at
May 9—Maude Comins, hostess.
After all, costs must enter into
listed in Thursday's Courier-Ga John Carver's home. Rockport
zette, or telephone 189-W.
Geary—At Bouton. Oct. 15. John
May 19—Annual meeting, with
the
consideration of a Monu
Geary, formerly of Vinal Haven, aged
supper in charge of officers.
67 years.
ment's
purchase. It ls in this es
f|
Spurling—At Rockland. Oct. 18. Flor-,
The officers of the club for the
ence. wife of Warren A Spurling of
sential detail that you will find
Cranberry Isle, aged 71 years. Inter
present season are: President, Grace
ment ln Cranberry Isle.
our suggestions valuable. We are
Rollins; vice president, Maude Com
ins; secretary, Ella Bird; treasurer,
concerned with providing most
CARD OF THANKS
This Is to thank all our friends and
Ellen Cochran.
Memorials for the money. Most
neighbors for their kindnesses and
The Committees
floral offerings during our recent 'be
value for patrons, means wider
reavement.
Work—Grace Rollins, Emma Hall.
Capt Henry Johnson and sons
•
patronage, for us.
Ambulance Service
MORTICIANS
Jane Trussell, Blanche Crandall.

Started New Season

Light Condition
Your Home With These

3 l iiuauul
-OFFER NO. 1

This
$■4.55 Yuine

Only

The Chapin Class

HOBBIES

MM

Includes one $3.50 Better
Light-Better Sight, Maple
Combination Table and
Wallamp, one carton of six
Mazda lamps up to and in
cluding 100-watt size, and
one 100-watt Mazda Lamp
... a $4.55 retail value . . .
all for $2.95.

OFFER NO. 2

Another
$4.55 Yalue

OFFER NO. 3

#•£ .95
A $1.05
Value for

You'll want one of these beauti

90

ful maple lamps the

see it.

state of Vermont.

with

ciple

100-watt, with

cludes

This

one

100-watt

lamp

Offer in

bulb

FREE.

Features—

an

• Well Proportioned

FREE.

100-watt

reflector.

regularly sells for $4.55.

Lamps including all sizes

extra

It is built on

♦he Better Light-Better Sight prin

Consists of any six Mazda

up to

minute you

Made in our neighboring

• Finely Designed

Each lamp regularly soils

• Maplo Finish

for 15 cents.

• Distinctive Quality
• Good Lighting
• Approved Cord

BURPEES

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

S6I-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

Turkey shoot all day Sunday,
jOct. 23 at Winston's Farm, Route
17, South Hope, ne’.t to Sweet Shop,
—adv.

•

Beano Monday night, G.A.R. hall,
7 30.

<y>od prizes, c’mon up.—adv, •

•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

Faith Berry, Blanche Calderwood
and Harriet Parmalee.
Picnic—Nora Cooper, Etta Stod
dard, Harriet Parmalee, Katherine
Veazie and Faith Berry.
Program—Alice Puller, Carrie
Palmer and Gladys Blethen,

CEHT

POWEI COMPANY

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
|
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
438tf

IHE

ON

DISPLAY AT

ANY OF OUR

STORES

Every-Other-Day '
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

east

Waldoboro jjjey Had R--r-evenge

WARREN

Here's Quick Relief for

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gray and
children, Roger Jameson and fam- Skippers Turn On “ChuckALENA L. STARRETT
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor ily of Rockland were callers Sun
Goose
ling Ganders’
DUE TO COLDS
8
9
IO II
3
b
Jt
7
5
Correspondent
1
day
at
J.
O.
Jameson's.
The
four)
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
Blames
Diet
first
—
put
a
small
lump
of
Vicks
of —
Mr. ......
and Mrs. Orville
I children „
......... - |
VapoBub on your tongue and let lt
13
12.
melt. The medication bathes the Irri
TeL 49
, room period in which all the stu- j Jameson ol Camden were guests i Going around with a lilt ln his
School News
tated membranes as it trickles down your
last weekend.
16
18
throat—bringing comforting relief—
17
•5
voice and a smile on his face was
14
The assembly Tuesday was ln dents participate. During a recent
where you want lt—when you want lt.
t
Mr and Mrs. Henry Wilson moq[ bhoy
Hal, after
Mrs
Olive
Brazier,
Mrs.
Susie
charge of William Fitzgerald who activities period the Juniors voted
them—melt a spoonful
21
tored recently to Hollis
22
20
19
Monday night's bowling match, for, Philbrook, M"s Charles Young, of VapoRub ln a bowl
introduced Rev. O. G. Barnard, who for a boys' team and a girls' team
thence to New Hampshire w,1OTt as Gene had prophesied for a week. Mrs. Herbert Waltz, and Mrs Viola ot boiling water. ii
Breathe In the vapors
spoke on “The Will to Do." He gave to alternate participating in Home
24
they will visit his sister.
for a few minutes. As
J
.1 the Skippers turned on the chuck- Durgln were entertained Thursday these
a very inspiring talk. The music Room Period every Thursday. Allivaporswork thelr
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Oliver and ,
Oanders and evened the
at
the
home
ui
Mrs.
Addie
Jones.
way
down
through
the
31
2*8
1,
was furnished by Priscilla Storer.
son Colwell and Thomas Creamer
29 30
air-passages, they
$ 26 27
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dudley of Oak- |
teams. j lflnd were guesU Sunday of thelr' at one apiece, giving Gene a fine Thomaston. Other members )f the loosen phlegm and
The Student Council has nomin- 1 were chosen to head the two teams,
ease the cough.
VapoRub
32
1 ”1
ated for president of the Athletic Mr. Miller explained the Activities . ‘ .
Q
Bowden Albert Shu- chance to sing that old Irish refrain party were Mrs. Estelle Newbert
.nd
WUU.O. Drive. Th, Scphom.re C,« held [""""JN.m "I told ye so."
and Vrs. Nettie Robinson of Thom
3^
35
It was a good resounding smack aston . nd Miss Flora Fish of Rock
Fitzgerald, Charles Rowe and Mar- a class meeting to discuss the party, Waldoboro were caUers
SOUTH
WARREN
SW
land.
Jorie Orff; vice president; Martin which was held ln honor of the I Robfrt Coffln and {amlly have ing down that the Ganders re
11 39
SS 36 37
40 41
Mrs Herbert Waltz a • 1 Mrs.
ceived. as they trailed the Skipmen
com- moved t0 the vUlage
Kailinen, Milton Chapman and Freshmen. The following com-1
Mrs. Mabel Jordan and Mrs
NYY
Olive
Brazier
v<*re
tendered
a
Dtrthby 41 pins, and showed little of the
Thomas Creamer; secretary. Con- mittee was chosen to make plans
4b
44 M5
42 M3
Mrs. Fred Munro and Mrs. Gard
day dinner party Friday at the Mollie Johnson are occupying the
stance Newbegin, Mary Stafford for another party: Constance New- ner Mank attended the Auxiliary, form that won for them the week
home of Mrs Levi Copeland in former’s home for two weeks.
M/
MB
tnd Donald Hyer; treasurer, Bar- begin. Everett Bagley. John Ken- meetlng Tu^y ln East priend- before.
Thomaston.
Other guests were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wood and Mr.
The' ol' Goose was compaining of
bara Standish, Una Morse and nedy. The Freshman room held a i ship
S3
5b
34 55
Susie Philbrook and Mrs. Charles and Mrs. Ralph French of Milli
62
49
50 51
Louise Mank. Boys nominated for class meeting and Miss Burnheimer Mr
Mrj. T T Blaclt Mrs the meagre bill of fare and told
Young.
basketball manager were Philip spoke on "Manners." One boy was | j Qlaude and Mr and Mrs Rus. some bystanders (quote) “Before the
nocket were guests Sunday at O. A.
59
GO
58
57
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bartlett re
Hutchins, Joseph Brooks and commended for showing his cour-'
McLeod vUited gunday R| next match I want a little some
Copeland's.
turned
Thursday
to
Laconia,
N.
H.,
thing qualified to stay a man's hunJerome Hilton; girls' basketball tesy at the Freshman reception Fri- Har0,d Black.s
Harbor
b2
fei
Work was completed Friday on
ger. How they expect a real he man .after being guests of Mr. and Mrs.
manager: Eleanor Miller, Dorothy day night.
; Mfg
Hanna was guest
the cemetery fence and those in
to come down here and bowl when jElbert L. Starrett.
f»
$3
63
Smith, Marjorie Orff and Eleanor
The students in the plane geome- I ;^centiy of her daughter Miss
he is half starved is more than 1|
Moody recently found a terested can view with satisfaction
Winchenbach; boy's baseball man- try class are working on these proj- pyjama, Hanna. Portland,
can understand. And this chicken : bl« break in his electric fence made the Job done by gift labor covering
ager: Malc6lm Little, Leon Hoak ects for the six weeks: (1) A History
piovd Rines of Oakland visited they dish out expecting It to last for I by_ * moose,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
a period of nearly three days.
HORIZONTAL
and Aubrey Ellis. Peggy Storer was of Geometry. (2) a notebook of
uncie j a. Rines recently,
16- Analyze
52- Toward
1-Wither
Mrs. Rosina Buber, chairman of
The Merry-go-eagle Club met
a
full
evening,
why,
Inside
half
an
17- National Education
53- Epistle (abbr.)
5-The communion
elected chairman for the activities Geometrical Terms and (3) a note- 1
and Mrs j L. Flanders, Miss
tlie dinner committee for next Wed Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Zena
Association (abbr.)
64-A swimming bird
table
j took of Axioms, Postulates and' Marian Flanders. Mr and Mrs. Le hour I wouldn't know I had eaten a nesday at the E. A. Starrett Auxili
ticket drive.
23- Scoffed
57-Girl’s name
Nelson. Union. Mrs. Ralph Heald
8-Small pastry
thing. And surely Cap'n Grimes
I
Elementary
Theorems
with
illustraGirl’s Glee Club officers are:
land Orff and daughter motored
24- Embarked
58- Musical drama
can't expect me to stagger along on ary, S.U.V., wishes members not of Belfast was guest and the mem 12- Struck out, as a
25- A flower
60- Prong
President, Marjorie Orff; secretary,j tions of each. Some students have ]ast Saturday to Waterville.
vowel
solicited
to
take
sweets.
bers
of
the
club
presented
a
birth

only ice cream and soda. I put ln
61- 0ne who applauds 26- Marine substance
13- More comfortable
Louise McLain; treasurer, Eleanor chosen to work on more than one
loU[S Boissonnault and Everett
The
new
officers
will
be
in
the
day gift and cards to Mrs. Emma 14- Volcano in Sicily
27- Half an em
62- Avowed
my vote here and now for some good
Miller; librarian, Barbara Standish; of the projects and are Including Welt caded recently on Burnell
chairs Monday night at Mystic Re Norwood. Dinner was served at 15- Unfastens
29- Each (abbr.)
63- Organs of sight
old
fish
and
potatoes,
something
program committee, Frances Mank. a History of Geometry in their note30- Breaks suddenly
64- Exhausted
18- Not occupied
bekah
Lodge.
1230
and
prizes
were
won
by
Mrs.
that will stick to a man's ribs.”
31- Satisfies
65- Anarchists
19- Appear
Virginia Genthner. and Barbara books of geometrical terms or theoporest Mank and daughter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Percy
Bowley
were
Norwood and Mrs. Spear at cards. 20- Egyptian god
37- Royal Institute
Picinick. The members of the Glee rems.
' Mafgaret were Rockland visitors (end quote).
VERTICAL
(abbr.)
i
And so they voted to have some in Portland Wednesday to attend The next meeting will be at the 21- Prefix. Good
Club are: Marcia Benner. Nadine
The Sophomore, Junior and iast Saturday.
38- Publiahera
1- Professional pay
22- Dapper
fish and 'taters at the next session, the Grand Lodge IO.O.F. and the , home of Mrs. Laura Hastings.
39- Unqualified
ments
Chapman, Vivian Chapman. Max- Senior English classes are workingStanton Hanna was at home from
Mr and Mrs c. J. Copeland, 23- Continued stories
when it is expected the score of Rebekah Assembly.
2- Changes the form of 41-Bone (Latin)
25-Arises
ine Coffln. Allison Colwell, Joyce on Projects for the first half year Boston last weekend.
Mrs. Fred Mathews returned Mrs £X)ris Maxey. Mrs. Olive Fales, 28-Themes
43-Hire
3- Eat
the Goose will rise 80%.
Creamer, Crystal Fitch. Marie Each pupil is writing a magazine h B Bovey. Russell McLeod, and
45- Meal
4- Kind of cheese
The scores of some of the Ganders home Wednesday from Portland j Mrs. Jeannette Robinson and Mrs. 32- Unit
Fitch, Elizabeth Fitch, Arline Fos- dealing with a subject in which he c. C Bowers were at Topsham Fair
46- Equalized
5- Worshipped
where
33- Pertaining to Asia
she
attended
the
Rebekah
R^pel
Overlock
spent
Wednesday
seemed to run all to sixes and sevens |
48- Permit to droop
6- Part of the foot
ter, Inez Hilton, Phyllis Mank. is particularly interested. At the recently.
34-Sailor
Assembly.
She
was
accompanied
j
n
Waterville.
namely Shields and Der Captain
49- Wither
7Answers
35Emmet
home
by
Miss
Doris
Hyler
of
Rock|
____________
Elise Marcho. Louise McLain. Mar- same time he may do his outside
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nickerson
8- Mountains in China 50- Drug plant
Grimes. Shields' scores all ending in
36- An edict
jorie McLain, Eleanor Miller, Nellie reading in the field he has chosen and son Arthur of Methuen, Mass.,
51- A rodent (pi.)
9- Military assistant
40-A small report
sixes and Der Captains all beginning land. While in Portland Mrs. Ma
54- Heavenly body
Moody. Marjorie Orff, Mary Orff, for his magazine. By doing this, were overnight guests recently of
10- Narrate
thews was guest of Mrs. George
42-T rusted
with sevens. Der Captain came in
55- Very small particle
11- Former allowance
44-Locks of hair
Barbara Picinick, Barbara Scott, he may not only have practice in Mr. and Mrs. G J. Mank.
Swett.
for an awful going over by his
56- Marries
for waste in
47-Oistended
Mary Stafford. Mary Steele. Bernice writing various literary form but
Wendall Genthner of Auburn was
Mrs. Rilla Piper, Mrs. Nathan
59-Rather than
transportation
49-Box
team-mates, some of them even go- _
, , . _
, .
Stahl, Barbara Standish. Eleanor he may also learn more about hts a caller Sunday at Dyson Jameson's ing so far as to threaten him with
★★★★
°£ Thomaston jind Mrs
Winchenbach, Phyllis Winchen- own particular hobby or the vocaT. Irving Sawyer of Thomaston
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Esther Newbert of South Warren
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
the loss of the captaincy if he didn't
bach, Lois Winchenbach, Virginia tion in which he is interested s. J. Burrows and Miss Almeda
were callers recently on Miss GeorNORTH HAVEN
InTtT
improve himself, and get better re
Correspondent
Genthner, Mary Miller, Louise Some of the subjects on which vari- Sidelinger of South Waldoboro were
| gia Newbert at the home of Mr
sults out of the team. All this, with
Teague.
ous members are writing are: cook- recent callers at L. L. Manks.
] and Mrs. Fred Mathews and also
Mr. and Mrs. H. Alton Lewis ar
the loss of a week's tobacco money,
The Stamp Club has chosen as ln8- aviation, forestry, stamp colMr and Mrs. William Stanford
cn T. V. Mathews.
rived
in Cheyenne. Wyo. Thursday
made a very unhappy evening for
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett returned Thurs- of last week to pay a short visit to
officers: President, Neil Mills, vice lecting, fashions, moving picture Hollis Starrett and Elbert Starrett
Mrs. Edna Nash entertained at a
Cap'n Grimes. Slowly working out N.T
‘ Thursday,
7
77
“
riav from Rosllndale Mass where
lnner PartyMrs. Ever«a> from Rosllndale, Mass., wnere Mr and Mrs P
H Smith and
president, Gerald Hilton; secretary, production, sports word study and visited last Saturday at Bowers' and
Cunnlneham. Mrs.
Mrs
Anno
Mr
Richard Miller; treasury, Douglas vocations.
Clarence Barnard of Rockland was
J ett
Cunningham.
Clifford she attended the wedding of Miss daughter (-□tberino
Catherine Anne.
Mr. I
considerable better form than his Spear, Mrs. Albert Peabody. Mrs. Mamie J. West to Roland C. Wor
Richards;
executive
committee: Dr. Milton Proctor, president of a
caller Monday at the Bowers'
Smith
toeing
a
cousin
to
Mr.
Lewis.
first attempt, and according to his
Frank Rowe. Mrs. E. V. Oxton. Mra , ster.
Thomas Lee, Everett
Bagley and Westbrook Junior College spoke home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis started the
own story the P. M. was really able I Clarence Spear and Mrs. Fred Ma
Russell Creamer.
Thursday to the Junior and Senior jMrs. Bert Mank of the village was
Elizabeth Gray a graduate from trjp from Chicago, where they were
to tell whether he was shooting with
thews.
St. Barnabas Hospital went Tues- recently domiciled, and motored
During Activities Period every girls on what Westbrook Junior a visitor Tuesday at the homes of
his left arm for the left side of the
day to Augusta to take the State through Minnesota and South DaThursday the classes have a home- College has to offer.
'Mrs. J. L. Flanders and Mrs
alley, or with his le ft arm for the
High School Activities
___ _____________________________________________________________ _ Leavritt Mank
Board examination.
kota. stopping in the Black Hills
right side of the alley, or vice versa.
(By Marion Wallace)
Members of the Washington Club region to view the Rushmore Me
NORTH WALDOBORO law of Progressive Grange; piano Mrs John Fianders, Mrs Gard- While the Ganders still put their
an^ nnia'A. tho I Warren Hi«h School played Union and husbands, met Wednesday morial. and to visit the Homestake
_____
; solo. Frances Gray; vocal solo, Jen- ner Mank. Miss Marion Flanders tn«f in can
home ,qf Mr. Sampson's parents,
trust in salt fish and potatoes, the Hlgh School at Union Thursday
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Winslow mine at Lead. From this point they
Mr. and Mrs. Ramond Danforth nie Boyd; reading. Maude Packard; and Burnell Mank motored to North word has been quietly passed around
|
I
Mr.
and Mr.s. William Sampson.
and although the home team was for an all day session,
went South into Wyoming where:
of Union were callers Sunday at vocal solo, Clifford Buck and re Whitefield Sunday to visit the by Cap'n Grimes that he would be
The dinner consisted of green peas
beaten
by
Union,
the
score
7
to
4
Mrs. Maude E. Mank's.
sponse to encore; solo and encore by C.C.C. boys.
glad to see any of the boys doing a they showed fine spirit and team j Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will they were guests of the Smiths, and picked from Mr. Sampson's garden
Miss Bertha Storer entertained
The store of Burnhelmer Bros, Herbert A. Clark; reading Florence
little practicing at odd times and lt play. Batteries for Union, Hart meet Tuesday. After the ceremonies were shown local points of interest Oct. 15 and ripe strawberries picked
is much improved in appearance Breeber. The speaker of the day the Social Club recently with has been reported on good authority
the entertainment committee. Mar in and around the Capital city of j from Fred Carver's garden on the
and Howard; for Warren, Robinson,
since receiving a generous coat of was Agriculture
Commissioner, 21 members and guests present. Mrs. that Der Captain has been seen do
garet Coombs and Violet Baum, will Wyoming, and ln the Rocky Moun- 1 same date.
Siili and Miller.
paint, applied (by Thomas & Shu Frank 8. Washburn. His lecture Leda Martin arranged the program ing some shadow bowling on the
present an interesting program fea- tain National Park in northern
The sophomore Halloween social
was in the line of foods. The lec- Readings were given by Mrs Ber- long runway at the Grimes fish plant
turing a Halloween party. Members Colorado. Monday they left for I Mr. and Mrs. Fred Aitken of Mon
man.
will be held Wednesday at Glover are requested to take a box lunch.
Chattanooga Tenn., where they will' treal are visiting at the home of
The well south of Maple Grange ture was all interesting, but three of r,ys Jameson. Mrs. Hilda Miller and ln the hope that it would do him
hall. There will be games and
Mrs. Aitken's sister. Mrs. Owen
hall has been tapped and the wa his thoughts carried particular em- ^rs- Hazel Bowers; Columbus ques- a world of good. The score:
Rev. Kenneth Cook will preach vlslt Mrs Lewis s brother, Kenneth
dancing. Refreshments will be on
Grant
> .
ter lead to the kitchen connected phasis—when he said he didn't like Mons and contest, prizes awarded
Sunday morning and night at Union Black of Vinal Haven, who has a
Skippers
sale.
Elston Beverage is ill; Arthur
responsible
position
in
the
engi

to
have
the
Government
to
tell
him
Mrs
Florence
Flanders
and
Mrs
with the dining room. The cost was
Skip Arey ..
83 90 106—279
The volley ball series is still hold Church. Special selections by the, neering department of the T.VA. Calderwood is substituting for him
what to eat and drink, it was a Sadi* Mank. Refreshments were Hall .......... .
$67.
85 79 90—254 ing interest, with the junior class choir.
! at the service station.
Mrs. Philip Fonseca of Daytona boost in favor of Democracy; when £*rv*^- A picnic dinner will be Peterson ....
85 84 75_244 team still undefeated. The stand
At Kennebunkport, Henry W. project.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sampson
Beach, Fla., visited Mrs. Jennie he pointed to the Improvements lleId O*1-- 27 with Mrs. Maude Dyer ......... ........... 103 85 82—270
Francis
Raymond
of
New
York
is
I
ing to date is, juniors, won 4. lost 0; Hutchinson of York, son of Mrs.
recently observed their 45th wedGreenlaw,
Winslows
Mills
road.
Heyer recently.
made in the last few years for cornDrew ........ ........... 75 87 92—254 seniors, won 1, lost 3; freshmen, Haze' H- Smith of this town and visiting at the home of his aunt,,
Mrs Irven Simpson. He is accom-' ^ng anniversary, passing the day
Relatives and friends to the num comfort and enjoyment, hearts
won 1, and lost 3; sophomores, won Beryl Hutchins daughter of Mr, panied by a friend from Pleasant- <,ulet y a
*1,r . °me
ber of 66 gathered Tuesday night welled with gratitude to those re
PORT CLYDE
431 425 445 1301 2, and lO6t 2.
and Mrs. Clifford Hutchins of KenAt a special town meeting held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. sponsible; but when he said that
Plays have been selected for the ' nebunkport. were united in mar- vllle. N- Y<
Ganders
Wednesday with Lloyd Crockett as
The worship service of the Bap
Cleveland Walter to celebrate the 98“'- of Maine citizens were honest,
riage Oct. 8 by Rev. Carrol Tripp. I Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Cooper who
Goose Arey - --------- 80 97 86—263 annual one-act play contest.
moderator, the town voted to raise
honeymoon of their son, Paul Wal it seemed that under the glow of tist Chapel will be at 2 p. m. Sun Littlefield .. ........... 71 80 81—232
Clayton Fales and Lowell Moody ; Sequi-Centennial rehearsals are passed the summer at Pulpit Har- MOW ,0 move and remodel the
ter and his lovely bride, the former such a record the 2% dishonest day with the pastor speaking from Grimes ... ............... 78 72 74—224
. ]ibrary building the structure to be
were elected captain, and manager ; progressing finely under the ef- bor, have returned to Camden.
Miss Maxine Ludwig. It Is under would be a negligible quantity.
i the topic "True Sabbathkeeping." Shields ..... .......... 86 106 96—288 of the freshman volley ball team, ficient direction of Harold Vinal
Faustie Duncan has entered Knox
,or ftre apparatus headquartstood this union was planned even
| ers town offices and a community
The Sunday School will be held at Sanborn ... ............ 86 80 87—253 at a freshman class meeting held writer of the pageant. Sesqui- Hospital for surgical treatmentt.
before both graduated from the
GEORGES RIVER ROAD 33 DP- m • c E. service at 6 o’clock
this week.
Centennial stamps may be obstalned
Favorable reports are being re-; hall. It was also voted to raise $506
Waldoboro High School a few years
401 435 424 1260
_____
Extra
credit
can
be
earned
by
from L. W. Lane. Langtry Smith or ceived from Rev. H. F. Huse who is : to buy from Etta Noyes a piece of
ago.
The program consisted of; There will be a special gathering! with Miss Blanche Chaples deliv
Scorer—Tolman.
students who work on hobbles which at Senter-Crane's store.
a surgical patient at the Baker land opposite Calderwood’s hall on
chorus songs, several solos by Roger
ering the message. The evening
at the Finnish Church Sunday ■
interest them, such as stamp col
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs
Post Memorial Hospital in Boston. Mrs ( which to set ithe building.
Teague of Warren with Mrs. A. P.
lecting, scrap books, models and met Wednesday at the Paul Brown Huse is with relatives in that city j Rev. V. Kimball of Montville will
night at 7 o’clock. Some of the service will be held in the Church
TENANT'S HARBOR
Jackson manipulating the piano
parishioners will have charge of; on the Ridge at 7 o'clock. The
so forth. Some very Interesting col- | place at Granite Island for instal- during his stay at the hospital.
again occupy the pulpit Sunday at
keys, and Mrs. Ruby W. Miller gave
the service. Sunday School at 10 i weekly mid-week service will be
“Freedom from Fear" will be the lectlons have already been on dis- lation. past commander, L. B Dyer
Alice Larkin has closed her j the Baptist Church. Morning worselect readings. A. P. Jackson of
held Thursday night at 7.
subject of the sermon at the wor- i P'aYa. m.
i installed these offieers: Commander, bungalow and returned to New ship will be held at 11 o'clock; SunFeyler's Corer also entertained
ship service Sunday morning at the I Thirty-three students, who at-1 Albert Andrews; vice commanders, York.
^day^^chool at 10 o’clock. There
with stories. The large number of
Church on the Hill at 10.30. The tended the football game at Bow- william Hoar, Bruce Orlndle; chapMrs.
Etta
Brown
of
Benton
Sta[ will be singing by the choir at the
presents were valuable and useful,
choir will sing the anthem entitled, doln College, last Saturday, will, um, Harry L. Coombs; finance offl- tion is visiting at the home of her ; morning service.
among them being a large stuffed
“Come ye disconsolate.” Immedi agree that it was an exceptionally cer, Alfred Creed; adjutant. H. A. daughter Mrs. Leon Stone.
Mrs. Julia Beverage passed last
chair from relatives and a quilt
Mrs. Austin Joy is guest of her j weekend with her daughter, Virately following the morning service, enjoyable event. Bowdoin won. the Townsend; sergeant at arms, Henry
from the Methodist Ladles' Aid.
the Bible School will meet under score 14-0.
Transportation was Ewell, service officer, N. Cook coustn, Mrs. Gilbert Laite in Cam- ginia at Gorham. Mrs. Beverage
The presentation was made by Rev.
Starts the Merry Mania in “Room Service”
the new arrangement of teachers: furnished by Roger Teague, who sholes; historian, David Duncan; den. Meanwhile Mr. Joy is on a was motored there by Mr. and Mrs.
Mar}’ S. Gibson in her inimitable
and classes. Everyone ever con- ! took the school bus, and by Walter relief officer, William Coombs; em- j hunting trip, accompanied by Frank i Herman Cooper. Later they were
manner. Ice cream and cake were
nected with the Sunday School Is Oay the principal,
Joined by Edna Waterman and a
ployment officer. Owen Dunlap; Shute of Rockport.
next in order, after which the com
urged to be present for the opening | Warren High School will close
Mrs. Murray Stone 1s a surgical' friend, Mrs, Eda Leadbetter and
past commander. John Wentworth.
pany hied them home feeling the
day to be placed in the proper class. I Wednesday for the remainder of the After the ceremonies a fish chow patient at Camden Community Hos- ! Bernice Hall. The group took a
evening well spent.
There will be specinal music at the , week. Principal Gay and Miss Good- der was served by Allston Roberts! pital.
] motor trip through the White
Mrs . Lydia Morse, Mrs. Flora
Happy Hour of Music and Message ! win to attend the State Teachers’ and H. A. Townsend.
j Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson ] Mountains and returned here Tues'
Mank. Mrs. Maude E. Mank and
service meeting at 7 o’clock. The! Convention ln Bangor. Thursday
• > . .
! were dinner guests recently at the day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walter attend
message topic will be “Why a Re and Friday.
John Geary
ed the installation of the Rebekahs
deemer.”
John Geary, €7, died Oct. 15 ln {
and Odd Fellows last Wednesday.
The Abnakis 4-H Club has held the official club colors, green and
It was an enjoyable event and end
Boston City Hospital. Mr. Geary, ]
four club meetings this season. white in the form of four-leaf
ed with a rare lunch.
clovers. The dance, which was formerly of this town was the son
The
cooking
and
housekeeping
girls
••••
oi Thomas and Harriet (Glover) ,
have scored food and health habits, chaperoned by the parents, proved
Lincoln Pomona Grange
to
be
a
success,
the
proceeds
used
Geary.
have discussed dried fruits, and
Seven members from Maple
He is survived by one brother
to buy cloth for uniforms.—Celia B.
have
made
dustless
dusters;
the
Grange attended Lincoln Pomona
David Geary of this town. The re
YOUR 1939 TAX IS ON THE WAY.
Wall,
Club
reporter.
sewing girls have learned how to
held with Southport Grange last
mains. accompanied by James King
thread
the
sewing
machine
and
how
YOU CAN’T DODGE IT. BE READY
Saturday. The lovely drive along
of Mansfield, Mass., were brought
td stitch on it. They are now work
MARTINSVILLE
the routes wlnth the roads still
here for burial.
TO MEET IT WITH A SMILE.
ing on holders. At a recent dance
clear from falling leaves was one
In the Baptist Church on the
Funeral services were held Wed
the
members
decorated
the
hall
in
of the best ever experienced. From
Ridge Sunday at 10.30, Rev. J. Wes nesday at the Fossett funeral home.
AND HOW?
Boothbay Harbor the scenery was
ley Stuart will take as subject “True Rev. Kenneth Cook pastor of Union
By depositing a little each month in this Association.
exceptionally fine, although the
Sabbath-keeping.”
The
Bible Church officiated. There were beau
road meandered so often in short
If the Assessors value your property at $1,000.00 you
School will convene at 11.30. The tiful floral offerings. Interment
curves it reminded one of the
will have to pay the City a tax of $48.00 or thereabouts.
evening service will be in the church was made in John Carver cemetery.
Irishman who “met himself coming
Commence now. Deposit $4.00 each month with us and
at 7 o’clock, and the topic of the The bearers were George. Fred and
back.”
The fjords crossed by
at the end of a year here is the money for the tax. Then
message will be "No More Sins." The Alva Geary and A. M. Cassie.
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
bridges and around the ends is a
you will have such a comfortable feeling and the Tax
prayer-service will be Wednesday
Lights and Small Appliances
lovely view.
Collector will ever after be your friend. This arrange
at 7 p. m. The World Wide Guild
JOB PRINTING
Installed and serviced
The degree was conferred on two
ment can be made to fit any tax, large or small We also
will meet at the parsonage Thurs
Promptly
Neatly and promptly done. Low
candidates and the inner man sup
pay liber'.l dividends on your deposits.
day at 2 o’clock.
prices. Send me a card and I will
As the erratic shoestring producer seeking an “angel" to finance his
plied with the accustomed tasty
call.
Mail
orders
filled;
write
for
ABBREVIATED
food. Mrs. Gladys Burke present show while fleecing a hotel of a regal living for himself, his brothers,
samples.
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
Dumb—What’s your boy's name?
ed a fine program: Address of Wel Chico and llarpo. and cast numbers, Groucho Marx precipitates the goofy
A. W. DECROW
TEL. 19-W
Bell—James, but we call him
Stf
come, J. Thompson of Southport comedy with which the mad Marxes are identified in RKO Radio's “Room
125 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. Me.
Jimmy lor short.
Grange; response toy Maude Green- Service,” adapted from the Broadway success.—adv.
119*130
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ELECTRICAL
SERVICE
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Every -Other-Day ’

end” will appear serially ln Good
Housekeeping Magazine, beginning
in December. It will be published
in book form later. Meanwhile
she is temporarily interrupting her
series of novels about American
women, which began with “This
Proud Heart,” to publish a timely
novel dealing with modem China
and Japan and the present war.
This novel, entitled “The Patriot,"
will be published by John Day in!
February.

Farm Bulletins
Good and Profitable Win
ter Reading For Firesides
In Farm Homes

Page Five'

Realm of
Music

group. Chopin's "Mazurka" was al-' don’t miss Sunday, Oct. 23. when
so splendidly done.
Rose Bampton of the Metropolitan
Artist's night draws the biggest Opera will sing.
audience of all week, aind it is
• • • «
occasion to trot out the very "bestJcsef and Rosa Lhevinne, pian
est" glad rags. Seems to me I never ists, are to make a Jubilee concert
saw such beautiful gowns and eve- tcur in celebration of 40 years of
ning wraps, jewels and flowers. In- marriage and professional union,
cldentally there was a bewildering The tour will cover Canadian points,
array of hair-do's—some of the united States, and Havana, Cuba
newest upsweep style were terrible fioth of the planlsts were graduated
to behold!
. irom the Moscow Conservatory with
„
. *. ’ ’ ’ „ „ ,
honors, Mr. Lhevinne winning the
My good friend, Nell Tolman,1
Rubinstein prize and touring Europe
whose guest I was for the Festival,
at 17. and his wife rivalling his
has an interesting winter before
brilliant record by graduating at
her in the series offered at Clark
the same age and by winning the
University. While I cannot recall
gold medal. Since that time they
the list in full, she will be hearing
have been separated only when con
such artists (in music and litera
cert schedules required it.
ture) as Myra Hess. Rachel Crothers, Edna St. Vincent Millay. Jessica
Dragonette, Ted Shawn and his
Men Dancers, and others of note.
Think there are ten offerings and
given at a very reasonable figure.

With fall and winter evenings
just ahead, bringing perhaps more,
time for reading and planning,
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
farmers and homemakers may wish j
to make sure that they have the i
Back home from the Worcester tonal picture of a variety of bells
latest bulletins from the Agricultur-!
A special and distinguished feaFestival and while I am living over and their associations. A thrilling
al Extension Service at the Unlver-1
famous Old Farmer's The Mount, former Berkshire again the thrilling music and musi number.
I sity of Maine. These free bulletins, i.,
the 1939 edition to be mansion of Edith Wharton at Len
• * • «
cians heard there, I pause now and
I covering a wide range of farm and
’
.
,, .
■
ready in December, is a poem by ox, Mass., has just passed into the then to marvel that Worcester, so
home subjects, are written in a
*
, „ . n. . ,
To
me
the
greatest satisfaction
Federal meat inspection, estabRobert Frost, written especially for hands of a new owner, Mrs. Whar
terribly hard hit in the recent hur- of the entire Festival was in (Albert
practical, easy-to-read style. Each
...
.
lished ln 1890 largely because of the ’
this nationally famous reference ton describes The Mount, which
is in reality a miniature textbook of
ricane, could rise so exultantly from opaldlng America's foremost violinforeign trade situation, now covers
,. . ,
,
,, , I magazine which has been published was named after her great-grand lts ruins and stage its annual music
applied science in some particular)
H
ist. In Beethoven's Concerto in D
about 70 million animals annually—
mother’s place, ln her autobiogra
every year since 1793.
festival with the usual aplomb and major for violin and orchestra he
about two-thirds of the country's j branch of farming or homemaking.
phical volume "A Backward Glance"
success that have attended the displayed to the full the great arTheijaoxt recent addition to the
New Englanders who read "The (Appleton-Century).
meat supply.
event in previous years. As one tlst he ls Hls fine dignity of manlist of Maine bulletins is "Running
Hurricane"
by
Nordhoff
and
viewed the huge audiences, the ! ner wins respect the moment he
Water ln the Home," an illustrated
“No one has ever equalled Mrs.
A new free publication, available explanation of methods of getting Hall can rully realize and under
beautifully gowned women, and the 1 appears, and his playing produces
from the U. S. Department of Agri an adequate supply of water when stand the terrors depicted in this Laura Richards as a singer to stunning Memorial auditorium it a reverent feeling for he makes it
culture, Washington, D. C., des and where it is needed on the farm remarkable volume by the authors children," wrote one reviewer of an self, and listened to the chorus of a ritual of devotion. Spalding is
The Curtis Institute of Music ls
earlier book of her poems. Her
of “The Bounty Trilogy."
cribes the National Poultry Im stead.
over 400 voices, the orchestra of so absolutely free of manerisms that offering weekly radio concerts on
new
book,
"I
Have
a
Song
to
Sing
|
provement Plan now underway in
around 75 pieces, and the individual one can give wholehearted atten Monday at 3 p. m. The first one
The most recent homemaking
"The Macmillan Encyclopedia of to You," is entirely up to the stan
43 states. Ask for miscellaneous bulletin is a "Clothing Construction
artists, all performing with con tion to hi6 music and because of took place on Oct. 3 and the broad
Music
and
Musicians."
an
epitome
dard of her earlier volumes, and summate artistry, it was almost
publication 317.
Primer" prepared by the extension
that, it is possible to enjoy the per cast was given by the Curtis String
of history, biography and theory the delightful drawings by Reginald
clothing specialist. Miss Helen
beyond imagination that only a few formance ln its full. Spalding un Quartet.
Eirch have caught the spirit of days before, figuratively speaking,
An outbreak of human sleeping Spaulding. A bulletin of general
e an, e
\
, r
• • • •
like many of our great musicians
Wler, came from Macmillan's press her verses. Jingly nonsense narFor those who make it a point to
the city had been without lights has not had to struggle financially
interest,
published
this
year,
is
sickness in Massachusetts has been
on Oct. 11. This is the most com- ratives, nature lyrics, ballads of
under martial law, with buildings to arrive at his present success. He listen to the Magic Key broadcasts,
.
,
,
,,
,
traced to horses dying of encepha Wildlife in Maine.
_
, , „ .. , .. Iprehensive encyclopedia of music strange beasts and stranger people,
in ruins, hundreds and hundreds was born with “a silver spoon in
Four very popular bulletins m the ,r
lomyelitis. This is the flrst time
and musicians ever published in one sweet little songs and foolish ex
— s
of trees down, practically all the his mouth." as the saying goes, but
horses have been definitely impli field of home management are still
volume. Here are 50.000 concise en travaganzas—all are included in a
I
plate glass gone along the business that has not kept him from strug
cated as causes of human encepha available. Introducing the Electric
tries arranged alphabetically from A rich variety of singable meters in
section,
streets
impassable.
Just
Range.
Tourist
Homes
in
Maine,
litis, or sleeping sickness.
gling to become a great artist—his
(the tone) and Aaron, a Scottish “I Have a Song to Sing to You."'
• • • •
Fundamentals of Home Decoration,
another demonstration of the amaz work has been constant and serious,
By EARLE FERRIS
— . ..
monk and writer on music in 11th
R M. Evans is to become ad- and Storage Spaces in the Kitchen century (on Page I); to Zyka, Bo
Alice Hegan Rice’s perennial fa- ing comebacks only the American free from favors, and his present
people seem to be able to manage, position as one of the great vlolinministrator of the Agricultural Ad- are the titles of these practical
orings ner letters addressea io
hemian violinist (on page 2070); in borite, "Lovey Mary," has just gone
Sundra, Sandra, Sunya, Sonya and
justment Administration on Oct. 16, handbooks for the housewife,
* * ’ *
j Lsts of today is fully merited by his
cluding musicians, musical composi into its 37th printing. Appletonany number of other variations
There is so much to be said about tajen^ and accomplishment.
replacing H R. Tolley, ln a reorA perennial favorite is "Canning tions. musical instruments, musical Century).
• • •
the Festival, but due to limited
ganization of key men ln the U. S and Preserving.” reprinted again terms—everybody and everything
Harold Bauer, famous pianist was
rhe most commonplace nobby ui
space I can only choose spots here featured in the second concert,
America Is not collecting stamps oi
Department of Agriculture. At the this summer. Another foods bullemusical that one wants to knew
coins but collecting autographs, ac
and there. I was greatly impressed and for some reason or other
same time Mr. Tolley will be placed tin of value to city and farm houseabout.
cording to Dave Elman, conductor
by the chorus—lt was much better he did not quite meet my
in charge of consolidation of proalike is Potatoes from the
of “Hobby Lobby," now heard Wed
than
that
of
last
year.
I
was
told
Referring
again
to
"The
Macmll-1
Did
You
Know
That
7
Out
gram planning in the department.1 Consumers Standpoint
expectations. I feel he would have
nesday nights over the NBC-Red
! that the members were carefully
network
"No change in administration of the
Potato growers have requested
lan Encyclopedia of Music and Muof 10 Car* In World Are 'selected—for quality rather than could I have heard him in solo
AAA program in Maine, so far as many copies of bulletins 237 and 238. I sicians"—this would be a very ex
groups without orchestra. He played ]
Owned In U. S.?
I quantity—and the new seating ar- Brahms’ Concerto No. 2 ln B flat
we know now" ls the comment of describing a new trackside storage cellent gift for some club to make
i rangement—tenors and basses in major, and it was borne home
and
a
new
farm
storage
for
potatoes,
i
Director Arthur L. Deering on the
Throughout
the
length
and
tc the Public Library. Food for
I the back rather than in the center many times in the performance that
Beginning
With
Bees
in
Maine
is
department shifts.
breadth of the land—in small
thought.
as heretofore—gave splendid effect. Brahms treated the piano as
another pcpular title, and so Is
• • • •
towns as well as ln large cities—
It was a finely balanced group of }another instrument in the orches
Management of the Maine Farm
Average annual agricultural im
A copy of Margaret Mitchell's millions of people are now examin singers and conductor Albert StoesWoods.
tra, and over and over again the
ing the new cars of the various au
ports into the United States since
sel had them well in hand. The piano appeared only ln arabesques
Other titles of particular interest “Gone With the Wind." ln micro tomobile companies.
1929 have been approximately onewomen singers all wear white and and decorative passages, with the Carlton Morse, author oi One
to dairymen, poultrymen and potato film. will be enclosed in the Time
This new model period has be
Man's Family, confesses that writ
half those of the period 1924-29
it is very effective, especially against orchestra always carrying the bulk ing youngsters' dialogue in the
growers are available. All that is Capsule to be deposited at the
• • • •
come somewhat of an institution.
World's
Fair,
so
that
inquiring
the background of the men's black —or so it seemed to me. The selec weekly serial ls easy, but says that
necessary to get a list of all Maine
occasionally there
Nearly two-thirds of the iamb Extension bulletins, or a copy of any minds of 5 000 years hence may have 85 migh,t ** expected in a country dr€ss
scripting college types, such as Jean
tion was a gorgeous colorful thing. Rouverol, shown above, taxes his
where there is a car for every five j
consumed in the pnited States Is bulletin mentioned here, is to send a sample of today's best sellers.
a spatter of color—a corsage, scarf, Hungarian in feeling, but I could imagination
aplenty Jean plays
persons.
• • • •
sold in the northeastern states, al- , your request w the
hair ornament, or the like. A for not seem to establish full sympathy Betty Carter, who has Jack Barbour
Yet
often
the
question
is
raised
Henry
C.
Link
in
"The
Rediscov

though this section produces less ice College of Agrlculture Orono.
mer Rockland girl, Joyce Littlehale with Bauer, though well I realized ln the throes of adolescent love.
• • •
ery of Man" says; "Man is now re why this Industry introduces peri
than five percent of the nations Maine
Jones, is a member of the chorus, he was giving a masterly perfor
Rudy
Vallee
had
a screen put in
odic
new
models.
Part
of
the
busivealed
as
a
being
far
greater
than
lamb crop.
I
____________
and while I did not have opportu mance.
front of his sound effects man at his
either the theories or the machines ness philosophy back of this cus• • • •
When you meet a fellow who is he has created. He is a creature of! tom is obvious, part of it, not so nity to contact her. it was pleasant
Thursday night broadcasts as a pre Jane Froman, above, has brought
caution against audience laughter her orchid-lined voice to a new pro
Fanners spent about 68 million "up against it" yo wuil! And out that
tc find her in the soprano section
For
Friday
night,
Artist's
Night,
free will and untold possibilities, not clearly understood by the general
being picked up when the sound
dollars for electricity in 1936. about
and visit her through opera glasses. Bidu Sayao (don't ask me to pro man's manoeuvres become mirth- gram heard Wednesday nights from
California, and already radio's "love
he got that way from backing up,I the slave of environment or circum- I public.
$65 for each farm using electricity.
Of all the numbers the chorus did, nounce it!), the glamorous Brazil provoking.
liest lark” is being sought by movie
and not by going ahead.
stances.
His
capabilities
are
lim-j
An
analysis
of
this
procedure
of
In New England the average
makers for a return to the screen.
nope interested me as much as "The ian soprano of the Metropolitan
• • •
1 ited not so much by heredity and the industry was sent recently by
monthly electricity bill of farmers
Oidering of Moses" by R Nathaniel Opera Company, was featured, and
The
Kate
Smith
singers and music
1
poverty
as
by
his
own
vision
of
himGeneral
Motors
to
employes,
pointir. 1936 was about one-third lower
ians are probably the only folks in
[ self ." This is Dr. Link's thesis and ' in8 out why this custom of the In- Dett. and 'The Bells," a choral she was a grand success. In the
than in 1910-14.
symphony in four movements after lflrst place she Js a feast {or the
TESTED RECIPE
the world to take off their best
he develops it constructively and ' dustry is such a vital factor in its
• • • •
clothes to go to a party. Copying
the poem by Edgar Allen Poe, by eyes—small and graceful, dark eyes
—By Frentes Lee Barton— I often dramatically as he discusses— progress. It is quite illuminating.
Kate, who slips into a smock im
Rachmaninoff. Dett is a colored and exquisite skin, dark brown hair
“Studies of Potato Storage Houses :
mediately after broadcast, all are In
It is easy to grasp, for instance,
NCE upon a time there dwelt with many examples drawn from
,
,
,
. . .
. x. x
_
man and for that very reason is worn in braids around her head.
ln Maine." a new technical bulletin
general deshabille before gathering
in the fashionable English his experiences
in
advising
people
I
as
pointed
out,
that
this
custom
is
hls
worfc
for thelr weekly backstage party.
of the U. S. Department of Agri- ! watering-place of Bath a lady by
She
wore,
according
to
the
press,
a
the homely name about their personal problems—The ( obvious, part of it, not so clearly ecus artistic genius characteristic platinum silk with print of red and
culture, reports the results of A. D
of Sally Lunn — Psycho-Dynamics of Personality. understood by th general public.
of his race. It is eloquently dem b!ack flowers against the seemingly
Edgar’s research in Aroostook coun
she ought to be The Habits of Personality, Over
An analysis of this procedure of 1
ty. This bulletin is not intended j
the patron saint coming Fears and Worries. Personal the industry was sent recently by onstrated in "The Ordering of white background. Over this she
of all folk who
Moses.” Particularly in the choral wore a green tulle cape, and she was i
for popular distribution, but is for 1
gather together Security vs. Social Security, etc. General Motors to employes, point- airangements of which he is a
sale by the Superintendent of Docu
dazzling with jewels — necklaces. ‘
for an afternoon 'The Rediscovery of Man ’ was j lnB out wh>' this custom of the inments. Washington. D. C.
visit and refresh published by Macmillan on Oct. 11. dustry is such a vital factor in its master. Doubtless his superb mast bracelets, pins—yet they seemed Just
• • • •
ery of choral technique has been right for the sparkling young singer.
ment. For she
• • • •
progress. It is quite illuminating.
made a famous
derived from his experience as Her voice is so lovely—one of the;
4-H clubs in Piscataquis county
Lillian Wald has at last permitted
It is easy to grasp, for instance,
little tea cake
leader. of ,the...celebrated
choir
have just completed an enviable which bears her name. But we’ve her biography to be written; the [ as pointed out, that this custom Is i „
.
„
,
,,at purest, most effortless, lyric voices
year. The 225 boys and girls en improved Sally's original recipe. author is Robert Duffus of the New a good guarantee that the Indus-j
I have ever heard—lt simply flows The Voice of Experience, above, is
_?u“,_
the Chatauqua circuit alumni,
rolled in the county clubs finished Today we make our Sally Lunns York Times, who is her friend and try will not go to sleep but will stay He ls not so happy in orchestration, from her. There is such youth in one
quickly — and more surely,
but one forgets that slight lack In it, such limpid freshness, yet it is having spoken throughout the coun
all projects, and all 20 clubs re more
with the aid of double-acting bak neighbor, and he gives an exciting! youthful and progressive. It is also
try on human behavior. Juvenile de
ceived seals of achievement, mark ing powder and cake flour, to give picture not only of her career but j easy to understand how the new the splendor of his choral settings. beauty itself in shading and expres linquency. child and adu^ psychol
ing the end of a properly conducted that feathery lightness so essential oi her remarkable personality. In models, offering new and better The story of "The Ordering of sion. She has a winsome simplicity 1 ogy. At one time he debated with
Moses’ is that of the passage of manner. She was recalled many William Jennings Bryan on funda
club year. Enrollment for 1939 ls to hot breads.
the days when young ladies did not value, provide an incentive to buy
Quick Sally Lunns
through the Red Sea of the Israel many times, and was very generous mentalism over the now-famous
already only four less than 1938.
go out after dark without male pro for those who can so afford.
circuit
2
cups
sifted
cake
flour;
2
tea

ites led by Moses, and the trium with encores, and of course won
Merchants, farm bureau groups, spoons double-acting baking tection. Lillian Wald and another
But this is not the whole story..
Granges, and towns gave $264 to powder; % teaspoon salt; % cup young nurse went and lived in a New models serve the public in an phant song of Miriam and the fran an ovation when she faced the Ben Bernie and all the lads, to After searching for months for a
gether with Lew Lehr, the dialect
obscure enough and not sur
kelp make this successsful year butter or other shortening; 4 table tenement on New York’s East Side, other way. About one-third of the tic rejoicing of a liberated people. chorus and sang for them—Liza Le dandy, have considerably brightened home
rounded by movie celebs, John
spoons
sugar;
1
egg,
well
beaten;
The predominant motive of the hmann's “Cuckoo," by the way. up the Sunday afternoon CBS Nesbitt, the " Passing Parade" star,
possible.
ready to give their services at any automobnles sold each year are new
1 cup milk.
whole work is the great Negro In her first group I especially liked listening schedule.
above, Anally found his dream house.
Sift flour once, measure, add hour to all who needed them. Out cars, the other two-thirds are used
• • •
After the sale was transacted, he
spiritual “Go Down Moses.” heard Gavotte from “Manon" (Massenet)
baking
powder
and
salt,
and
sift
ot this unostentatious beginning of cars. Thus the used car marget is
Cannot Skim It
8unda
Love's
unusual
flrst
name
Is
found out that his next-door neigh
again. Cream shortening, add sugar,
___ ..
_
„
in the orchestral introduction, sung and perhaps best of all “Colombetone of the most abused ln radio bor was the alluring and popular
_____
and cream together thoroughly, Miss Wald s work grew the Henry twice as large as the new car mar
in its original form, and with vocal ta" by Buzzi-Feccla, ln her second The “Stepmother" star's fan mail Kay Francisl
r
.
j,
n
1 Combine egg and milk. Add flour Street Settlement and the famous ket.
Experiments Have Lrevei- t0 creamed butter and sugar, alter- Henry Street Nursing Service. •’Lil- And here is that part that is not ar.d instrumental counterpoints and
developments through much of the
oped Machine For HandXr Uan WaId: Neighbor and Crusader generally grasped. The new car
score. The second part is especially
each addition until smooth. Bake is the title of the book. (Macmillan) purchases establish a flow of used
ling of Milk
exciting—with barbaric pulse and
ln greased muffln pans in hot oven
• • • •
cars to this large used-car market—
wordless ululations. on the syllable
(425°
F.)
25
minutes,
or
until
done.
Pearl
Buck's
second
American
Commercial success in making
cars having thousands of miles of
Makes 12.
i
nove
]
now
entitled "American Leg- unused transportation, at reduced "Ah" over the throbbing and thrum
milk from which the cream cannot
ming of the instruments, portray
prices, extending the advantage of
be skimmed is announced by Cor- j
ing the passage through the Red
ownership to millions of families
nell University.
Sea.
that
could
not
otherwise
participate,
The feat is accomplished by a,
• • • •
i It seems logical to conclude, thereprocess of getting the fat, which '
"The
Bells"
is
listed as Rachman
forms cream, so completely dis- '
i fore, that the practice of periodic
inoff's Third Symphony and is dedi
I new models has been an important
tributed through the milk that it is ,
cated to "My friend William Men1 factor in the growth and prosperity
never again able to unite.
gelberg and the Concertgebouwi of this business, and has resulted
The process has been under de
Orchestra of Amsterdam." It is a
| in a broadening of car ownership in
velopment for seven years. As now
| this country and a consequent cre
completed, the cream-spreading
ation of employment.
machine is a steel chamber with
The broadening of car ownership
pistons to drive milk through small
is indicated by the fact that in 1904
openings. Pressure of 2000 to 2500
there was only one car for every 334
pounds force the fluid through slots
families in this country, while in
JU Th* LowmI Mess Id Htatoryl
thin as paper. The result is to
1937, there was better than a car
crush the fat globules so they dis
Vlaltlng Cords
for eight out of 10 families. Seven
tribute completely through the milk
100 paneled cards, choice ol 4
out of ten cars in the world are
and are never able to get together
•lzes and 30 etylee of enqravtnq,
PLATE INCLUDED, only — ll.M
owned in the United States. Auto
again.
motive factory jobs have grown,
Commercial applications have
Wedding Announcements
during this period, from 12.000 in
been held back because of the ease
or Invitations
1904 to 377.000 in 1924 and 517,000 in
of adulteration. Butter, powdered
On white or ivory stock—wed
ding or plate finish. Inelde and
1937.
milk and other substances could be
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
tossed in and never be detected
CLUDED ________________$8.S8
HERE'S A PROBLEM
afterward. Now professors H. J.
Social Stationery
Brueckner and P. F. Sharp, of the
Mrs. Ethel Anderson, who is 41
Special styles for men and women.
College of Agriculture, have perfect
A choice of lovely colors, mono
and was married at 16 jhad her
Indicates INCREASE in Automobile fatalities
ed chemical tests for any adultera
grams and etylee of engraving,
nineteenth child Monday, a girl,
tion.
PLATE INCLUDED____________
The automobile speed king of thc world has Oldsmobile beside the seven-ton Thunderbolt,
weighing seven and a half pounds.
'Indicates states failing to furnish data
$2.2$. $3.9$ and up.
The announcement says commer
selected Oldsmobile as his personal car.
He is which is painted the light color that failed to
Sixteen of the children are living
cial tests of the fate of skimless milk
George E. T. Eyston, retired British army captain, register on the electric eye timing device on the
Business Stationery ’
During the first eight month* of 1938, 33 of the 36 states reporting
Two daughters and one son are
who recently flashed across the Bonneville Salt first attempt for a record. Bottom, the Thunder
have been completed in several Ca
800 business cards or HammermlQ
showed a decrease in automobile fatalities as compared with the same
Flats of Utah in his 1800-horsepower Thunderbolt bolt
(repainted black) passes the camera at
married and there are others who
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
nadian cities and in Buffalo,
period of 1937. The aggregate decrease was 227.. This is better than an
at the record speed of 357.5 miles per hour. nearly six miles per minute. At left, closeup of
CLUDED,
only
___________
17
Jl
do
not
live
at
home.
Mrs.
Ander

Rochester and Utica. Housewives
Shortly before he established the record, Capt. C it. Eyston; right, the Captain taking a "bus
increase, but there’s still plenty of room for improvement
son's husband, William, is a paint
Eyston purchased an Oldsmobile Eight Coupe man's holiday” in his Oldsmobile on the world's
at first objected to being unable to
er, but Is not in good health and |
equipped with the Oldsmobile automatic safety. greatest speed course. He will return with both
get their coffee cream from the top

This is National Fire Prevention
Week. Check the chimneys now
before cold weather sets in.
• • • •
It is not too early to get farm ma
chinery into the bam where it can
be cleaned overhauled and painted
in preparation for another season
. .

,RIGHT OUT OF THE AIR'

Examine New Cars

O

National Automobile
Fatality Chart

genuine Cnyraved

STATIONERY

of the bottle.

THINK SAFETY —ACT SAFELY
I

The Courier-Gazette

has had no work for some time.

transmission. Above, the speed king with hit new'can soon to

England.

F.very-Othcr-Day
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The Rook Club was entertained home of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker,
[Thursday night by Mr and Mrs at Martin's Point. Friendship,
Advertisements In tbls column not
' Weston Young. Prizes were won j Tuesday night. The guests were Mr.
to exceed thres lines Inserted ones for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad ib**4* *•••••*«*<
by Mr. and Mrs Albert Anderson and Mrs. Walker, Mr and Mrs.
ditional lines five cents each for one
case lost on Main St.. Friday
The other guests were Mr and Mrs Bowdoin Grafton. Mr. and Mrs.
JESSIE M STEWART
time 10 cents tor three times. 6lx p BRIEF
ni . *2 reward. Return to SMITH
—
ATsmall
words
to
a
line
Theodore
Rowell
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
William
T.
Flint.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W
Correspondent
I HOUSE, 17 Park St.. J. A. Dunlap.
I _______________________________127’lb
Stanley Macgowan.
B. D. Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
4
BROWN lined gloves lost on Broad Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hanley are1 George. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur MeTel. 149-13
Bv
way ur New County road. TEI, Thc
♦
Courier-Gazette.
125*127
leaving by bus tomorrow to go to Donald, Miss Clara Spear and Myles
RllTH WARD
Weston of this town, and Miss Mar
Eelmont,
Mass.,
to
spend
the
first
NOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights
IM - —
— — — —
R of (lepo-tt book numbered 1934 and the
As collected by our correspondent,
garet Copeland of Newton Centre,
went today to Buckfield to visit Mr v;eek of Mr. Hanley s vacation
will take chronic or mental cm». !
It was a close match between thc in1 my
which was postponed last week Mass, and Thomaston.
home-pleasant rooms, dorters [
GILBERT HARMON
and Mrs. Arthur Johnson.
Law (SECURITY TRUST CO.
relermce.
rates reasonable
MRS State
|
A
&
P.
and
Olendenning's
Market
They are to visit Mr. Hanley's
Reservations for the Nurse Asso
Warren Branch. ENSIGN OTIS. ReTelephone,
Camden
713
IUCY
DEAN.
South Hope
127-132 I cclver.
The Thursday Club met this week
Rockland. Oct. 13, 1938
night
Glendenning's
cousin and her husband. Mr. ancl ciation card party to be held Mon_ _______ _______________ Thursday
POSITION wanted by extraordinary '
124-S-13O
with Mrs. Weston Young prizes go
squeezing
out
a
five-pin
win.
At
the
cook
-.-even
years
one
home
—
young.
I
.
■__ —,—
Mrs. Walter E. Bowe.
day night at the home of Mrs. Ar
Juhi S(>ear daughter of Mr. and' will be a meeting Monday if not
ing to Mrs. Orvel Williams. Mrs.
responsible.
Intelligent,
willing
-bread°Send of the first string, the A. & P. maker
capable lull charge MRS [
r „m
Frank Grant and Mrs. Edwin Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs. Allyne thur McDonald may be had by call- Mrs porrest gpear. entertained at the meetings will be postponed was up 22. but went down 20 in th? HAW1EY, 780 High. Bath. Tel. 725
the owner of said book asks for duplling Mrs W. B. D. Gray, Mrs. Ar her first birthday party Thursday until all grades reopen.
in accordance with the provision
127-lt cate
Lynch.
Others comprising the Peabody and Mrs. Donald Whitney
of the State Law. ROCKLAND SAV
seedrtei, only two to tlie good on the
thur Elliot Miss Rita Smith or Miss afternoon: Mrs. Alex Olllmor and
members
of
the
Little
Garden
Club
SMALL
farm
wanted
to
rent,
suitable
INGS
BANK, by Edward J Hellier.
three tables at play were: Mrs.
Baptist Church: Worship Sun- match. In the third string. Glen- for poultry; lights, running water.
Treas. Rockland. Me , Oct. 11. 1938
Rebecca Robertson.
son George. Mrs. Charles Babb Jr. day at 11 o'clock Music by the
Stanley Macgowan. Mrs. Oscar Crie, were entertained at supper ThursWrite "LIS R " rare The Courier-Ga
122-8-128
127*129
A surprise house-warming was ancl son Charles. Mrs. Orman Good- quartet. Sermon by Rev. W. F. cennlng's was up seven pine. But zette
Mrs. Charles Smith. Mrs. Enoch I
by Mrs. Harriet Whitney
POSITION wanted by excellent chefClark. Mrs. Vernon Achorn. Mrs.| Thc Parent-Teacher Association tendered Mr. and Mrs. Chester [ v.'in and daughter. Sandra. Mrs Prown. subject: "A Tragic Loss of it was anybody's match until thc bakcr
—long experience neither Uouor.
anchormen rolled their last two tobacco
—
absolately
reaponsiW- —
Elmer Biggers. Mrs. Forest Stone 1 lnet Thursday night with the presi Overlock Wednesday night in their j Harry Tounge Jr. and daughter Life." Vesper service at 7 with the
i
botes.
Sherwood
Williams
had
h'gh
specialty
French. Danish. German
dent. Dr. Elmer E. Biggers presiding. apartment in Levensaler Block. It Baibara. Mrs. Gilbert Harmon and young people's vested choir who
and Mrs. Ronald Messer.
«
pastries breads, etc institution, hotel. |
total of 299. and he had two strings restaurant—unusual—immediate MRS
Kerwin Ellis the manual training was planned by Mrs
Overlook's daughter Nancy. Dr and Mrs.' win present an anthem. Sermon:
— - - «e
Mr and Mrs. Charles Knights
.
... „
instructor, was the speaker, and sister. Mrs Walter Hastings, and George Ingraham of Providence. ‘How Far Away is God?" The of 101. for high single. The scores HAWLEY. 7S0 High. Bath. Tel 725
127-lt
ROOM to let. with board 67 WAI.no
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Slader
AVE
resnto:.’ wanted by older woman I
:----- —--------------------125_II
demonstrations of the work being Mrs. Earl Woodcock; and the other Miss Hall of East Orange. N. J., and church school is at 9.46; pastor's were net very high, but were gcod
went Friday to Boston where they
cook-housekeeper — strong.
SMAIL furnished house to let at
taught was very interesting. At [ present were Mr. Hastings and chil the grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Bmie class at 10; young peoples when considering the tough breaks excellent
(lender, intelligent, experienced, cheer-' Spruce Head near salt water; new
will spend the weekend with rela
ful, interesting- absolutely responsl- garage, ideal for cottage, through fall
this meeting a committee was ap dren Lois and Bernard. Mrs. liam R d. and Mr. and Mrs M. W [ forum at 6 Mid-week devotional that showed up consistently.
tives.
ble —capable full charge—personal care months or as yqar-around home; rent
Feyler
s
went
under
to
Rice
Co.
to
pointed by the president on the Charles Henderson. Mr. and Mrs. sPcarof delicate child specialty. MRS HAW- reasonable. CALL 793-W._______ 106-tf
[ service Thursday at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur MacDonald
the
tune
of
228
pins.
Charlie
Carj
LEY. 780 High, Bath. Tel. 725.
127-lt FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms.
matter of fencing the Green street. Cornelius Morse. Rodney Jordan.
Mrs Edna Smith is spending the
had as guests Wednesday night Mr.
Methodist Church: Worship at gill's 309 was high total, with Fred I MIDDLE-aged couple wanted to care 2nd Boor, modern Suitable for couple
school lot. Members of this com Mrs. Marguerite Johnson, C. E.
and, Garage if desired. C. A. EMERY. Tel.
Good home ___
weekend in Augusta and Harmony. 10 30. sermon by the pastor, sub Walker and Gordon Bowser tlein; for semi-invalid
and Mrs. Percy Tonk and Mrs. and
.........
125-128
wages Write BOX 415 CTR Lincoln- 436-M
mittee are Albert Elliot. Enoch | Overlook of Warren, Mrs. Ceeil
Mrs. L. W. Walker.
for
second
high
with
292.
Cargill
|
vhfe
ject:
"In
His
Place."
Music
under
Mr.
and
Mrs
Jay,
Potter
art
126*128
THRKE-rooni apartment with bath to
Clark and Mrs. Eliza Carleton Cushman Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Mrs. Clifford Clark is in Needham.
SALESLADY wants position. Ex perl- let, unfurnished. 13 TALBOT AVE.
Another committee consisting of Morse, and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan !'pcndlne the weekend at Moose- thc direction of A. F. Shermar had high single string of 116 L. eneed In wall paper and glftware Ref- ____________________________________
126*128
Mass , where she will spend the
Bible
classes
and
church
school
at
Moran was in the 80s in the match, ct,<\1‘c2L, AiJ.1.1”,ls'
011 “9 Write COZY 6-room furnished home to let
Principal Sturtevant. Colby Wood, Morse of Friendship. Long Island. head Lake.
winter with her daughter. Mrs
'SALESLADY care The Courler-Ga-, all modern, hot water heat. Applv
Due to the clear warm day the 1145. Classes for all ages. Happy but immediately after the match he wttf
and Rebecca Robertson, was ap- j The guests brought the refresh
_________________________ 128*128 | forenoons TEI. 1067-M
128*128
George Potter.
Hour
service
at
7
o'clock.
Song
meeting
of
the
Brownies
last
Mon

rolled
a
string
of
124
The
scores:
pointed to ascertain the expense of ments: Sandwiches, cakes and cof
ONE 25 surface foot used hot water SIX-room houzc to let at 52'i 8l»n“
At the meeting of Williams-Braradiator In good condition, prefer nter street
All modern, garage prlvGlrndrnning's Market (4)
installing showers at the High fee. At beano Mr. Jordan won cap- day wa held out of doors. The service with message by the pastor,
recular height 38 in TEI. 436-M 124-tJ tlage TEL. 253-iM. city.
126-tf
zier Post. A. L.. Wednesday night School. The banner for attendance { it al prize, and Mrs. Cornelius Morse keys. under tlie leadership of Paul subject: "Patching Old Clothes."
Glendenning
89 87 31—257
OPPORTUNITY wanted for high
FURNISHED apartment to let at 111
it was voted to sponsor a en " was won by the eighth grade
Duet
by
Mrs.
Payson
and
Mrs.
Dyer.
school
girl
to
work
for
board.
Tel
I the booby Mr and Mrs. Overlock P'Pct and Douglas Kelley had a
Pleasant St. Large bed room, kitchen,
Shepherd ............. 94 77 76—247 427-W or 161-M
124-427 pantry, flush toilet with portable bath
clinic for school children as has [
The Contract Club met Friday at were presented a lamp, the gift of treasure hunt which was won by- Mid-week devotional service in the Rogers ................... 89 90 89—268
tub
For further Information. TEL
H~T
POSITION,
as
allround
cook.
been the custom of the Post for
125-127
70-tf 4.S2-R
Knox Hotel, guests of Mrs. Helen these and other friends invited but [ Sterling Hastings of the older vestry Thursday night at 7; choir Soffay-r ................. 75 83 93—251
the past several years. The sum of ■
HOUSE to let. 37 KNOX St.. Thom
WATCHMAKER Repairing watches,
Smith. Prizes were awarded Mrs unable to be there.
group and Lorenzo Sparta and rehearsal Friday night.
Williams
................
101
—
299
97
101
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and aston—Lower tenement, 5 rooms and
$50 was voted for the purpose.
"Probation after death" is the
upper tenement 5 rooms and
Hattie Creighton. Mrs. Lilia Elliot.
444 438 440 1322 deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 bath:
Arthur MacDonald went Thurs Carleton Apollonio of the younger
George Newbert and Adelbert
bath
Inquire of ROCKLAND SAVAmesbury St.. Rockland. TeL 958-J.
Miss Harriet Dunn and Mrs. Grace day night to New York City to at boys. The girls had a paper chase subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
123-tf
118-tf
BANJK
A. 4 P 111
Benner of this town, hnd Lodv
which
was
won
by
Kathleen
Poland.
1
wil1
be
read
Sunday
in
all
Churches
Campbell
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let
at 17
tend
the
funeral
of
a
former
busi

85
—
260
Clarke
93 82
Cross of Rockland have returned
Warren St. Inquire at 11 JAMBS ST
Hf all grades are in session there of Christ, Scientist.
At the meeting of American Le ness associate. Harry Waters.
121-W
Mazzeo .................. 89 90 81-260 Walker
109 94 98—292
from a hunting trip in the Cham
gion Auxiliary last night plans were
Anderson ............. 87 80 80-247 Cargill
85 108 116—309 IT won't be long now) It's going to
berlain Lake region, each having |
be a long cold winter. If you are
In the Churches
Peace of God." and the anthem "We at the Baptist Church, beginning Mcsher ................. 98 74 89—261
made for the usual Armistice Day j
448
462 488 1398 looking for a warm comfortable apbagged a deer.
Praise Thee. O God." by Adams. Nov. 6 and continuing over the fol Hcbbs ..................... 99 92 98—289
supper, and also a Halloween party
Fevlor'c mt
partment for the winter. 5 rooms with
St.
James
Catholic
Church,
Mass
Albert Welch is having a tworeyiers tut
bath, and modern Improvements, heatThe Epworth League will meet at 6 lowing Sunday. Rev. George "Bol
| to be held Nov. 1 in the Legion' at 9 a. m.
82 85 81_ 248 ed. Janitor service, water paid, garage.
45S 418 433 1317 Moran
weeks' vacation from his duties as
... Rental. 830 month See MIKE ARMAj rooms.
• • • •
St. Johr's Episcopal Church. 9 30 p. m.. and the subject of the eve ster of Brewer will be preacher and
Murray
56 49 59—164 ta. Men's Shop. Main and Park St.
guard at the Maine State Prison,
Grace Chapter. O ES., will have ‘ a. m. Holy Eucharist; 5 Evensong; ning service at 7 is “Worshipped Albert Lane of Bangor song leader.
g_
253
Rockland
119-tf
Rier Coi. (5)
88 78
Gross
and with Mrs. Welch is visiting
THREE modern centrauy located
a rehearsal at Masonic hall Mon-1 and at Long Cove. 3 p. m. Evensong and Stoned."
Rehearsals for the Y M C A. Min Oardner ............... 85 74 84 .‘83
81 74
relatives in Somerville, Mass., and
apartments to let Including perpetual
day night at 7 o'clock to prepare for
At the Pentecostal Mission. Sun
strels are going along nicely. Dr. Carter ................... 81 96 85—262
97 82 87_ 266 hot water supply, central heating plant,
Saco.
...
___
_
___
newly
renovated
One apt. furnished.
.
THOMASTON
BOWLERS
inspection Wednesday night.
day School. 1245. afternoon service
Harold Jameson, ably assisted by Bowser .................. 97 90 105—292
404 368 398 1170 Apply SILSBY FLOWER SHOP. Tel.
The Beta Alpha is to meet with
Twenty-four members of the at 2, and evening service at 7
________
318-W
or
318-R.
city
118-tf
W
L.
P.G
PF
Mrs. Marjorie Tounge and Miss
Mrs Minnie Newbert. Wadsworth
UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let. In
Christian
Endeavor
of
the
Baptist
667
2359
o'clock.
Cubs
........................
4
2
June
Cote,
are
molding
the
male
street Monday at 7.30
quire 12 KNOX ST.. Tel 156-W
111-tf
Church were guests Fridav night1 Rev. Donald Perron of Lowell. Pirates ................
33 500 2254 chorus into a singing unit that will
Henry Marr, a guard at the
UNFURNISHED and lurnlshed apts.
of Warren Macgowan at a Hal-' Mass., will occupy the pulpit at thc Giant
to let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST . Tel 886-M
...... 3
3 590 2238 provide a pleasing entertainment.
Prison, is a patient at the Veterans'
______________________________ 109-tf
leween party.
Indian costumes Baptist Church Sunday morning,' Reds ...................... 2 4 333 2265 I
Hospital at Togus.
Edwin E Bond, assistant secre
MODERN apartment to let. OVERseemed to be the mode, and danc and thc regular services will be held
High
Individual
single.
Davis,
122
NESB SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave.
tary of the State Y.MC.A.. wfll
Mr. and Mrs. James Fuller of
CAMDEN, ME.
Tel 568-W ______ ________ 107*l(»-tf
ing and games made up a lively- Tlie music includes "The Gcod High individual total. Davis 514.
Damariscotta and Norman Kalloch
make an official visit here Wednes
STORE fully equipped with fixtures
evening. not of course, forgetting Shepherd' 'Barm, tenor solo by,
Individual Averages
of Rockland were guests Wednesday
day. At that time he will go over
also three room apartment ln rear—
SUNDAY-MONDAY, OCT. 23-24
the refreshments which were pro Raymond K Greene; ladies' trio.
Ave.
toilet,
lights, water, shed and small
Strings
P.F.
evening of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
program plans with both the Jucellar, both completely furnished. Two
fuse and delicious.
“Jesu. Still Lead On," <Berwald>: Davis .......... ............... 5 514 102.8 | nior and Senior Hi-Y Clubs.
eight foot plate glass windows. Fine
MacFarland.
place for large or small business, at $6
Mrs. Ann Day and Mrs. Avis soprano solo. “Beautiful Land [ Black ......... ............... 5 504 100.8
week V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St..
The Garden Club will meet TuesBrazier attended an inspection of Called Home" iBainesi Mrs Carrie Rcbbins ..... ............... 5 499 99 8
Tel 1154 or 330.________________ 118-tt
with
'
day,
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Edward
Fon-du-Lac Chapter. OES.. at W. Butler. Miss Laura Meserve at Grcver ....... ..... ......... 5 489 97.8
ROOMS to let. Apply at MRS FLORA
ALFRED M. STROUT Washington Wednesday night as
J Cornells. Bay View street. An
COLLINS. IS Grove St___________ 118-tf
the piano.
Paquin ....... ............... 5 474 94 8 [illustrated address will be given by
JOEL McCREA, FRANCES DEE, BOB BURNS
FOUR room apartment tolet. all
invited guests of Worthy Matron
Insurance
127-lt
At the Federated Church Sunday, Smalley ...... ............. . 5 465 93.0
modern.
Apply at CAMDEN
and
• Archer L. Grover, of the State In
ROCKLAND
a WATER
WAT1 CO , Tel. 634
Mrs.
Percivaf
Pierpont.
services will be: Sunday School at Stqvens ...... ....... .. ..... 5 457 91.4
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
118-tf
land
Fish
&
Game
Department.
Mrs Percy Tonk 'Eugenie Henry
Grafton ...... ....—....... 5 455 91 0
THOMASTON, MAINE
The Lend-a-Hand Club will meet
EUiot .......................... 5 453 90.5
MORE THAN TEN MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTTJOHNSON ShOES
lOOStf Johnson! of Evanston. Ill., enter at whic
tained at Galashiels, the summer sermon will be "The
Young ......... ............... 5 450 90.0 : with Mrs Hazel Young. Mechanic
street Monday night. All members
A
are asked to be present to help plan
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ - ---------- ♦ ♦ ♦ ft
for a social and sale
BARGAINS used upright pianos from
summer rentals ln good condition. Call
The Methodist Ladies Aid So
o. phone THOMAS PIANO ROOMS. 33
ciety will meet Wednesday at 2.30
Megunticook St. Camden. Tel. ,588
127*129
o'clock with Mrs. Willis Handle,
POWER boat. 26 ft. for lobstering.
Harden avenue.
for sal°. all equipped J W ANDER127*1X9
SON Port Clyde.
Miss Hazel Witherspoon spent
STOVES lor sa'e Pot type oil burn
Thursday in Waterville.
ers. also clectrlr. >m’H d»no»1’ take,
one C E GROTTON. 138 Camden
Mrs. Dorothy Perrin is a patient
street. Tel 1214-M___________________ Izi-i.
at Community Hospital.
MRE place wood for -sale, dry Maple
and Btreh. delivered. $7 50 tord ROBE
This afternoon at 2 30 the Auburn
HILL FARM. Owls Head. TeL 292-R.
Rockland._____________________ 124-129
Y.M.C.A. is bowling the Camden
UP-to-date dining table for sale; also
Y M.C.A. here Camden Y varsity
honey CHARLES WINCHENBACH 15
Beechwood St . Thoma-ston.
126*128
team has won its first three matches
1930 OLDSMOBILE coupe with rum
The screen romance. "Wells Far
ble scat. Inquire at 12 WARREN ST.
• __________________________ 126-tf
go," with Joel McCrea. Frances Dee
LARGE stove for sale, suitable for
and Bob Burns, will be at the
heating small hall or store, or several
Comique Theatre Sunday and Mon
rooms; sewing machine, vtctrola and
record-- TEI, 709-R___________ 126-128
day.

THOMASTON

NEWS OF THE DAY

★★

In Everybody’s Column

The Community
Bowling
League

CAMDEN

! LOST AND FOUND I

WANTED

TO LET

COMIQUE THEATRE

“WELLS

DRAUI

FARGO”

BEAD OB THESE

y

FOR SALE

VALUES

OLDSMOBILE

/“ TM

'"I?,

GREEN hard woorl J6 cord In 1 and
12 cord toads, delivered anywhere from
Rockland t ■ Rr!fas>
Write or call
LFON CAM.AHAN. 9 Luce Bt . Rockland
! or Lincolnville Rt . 2
___ 126*128
No 1 hard wood. Junk wood, and
fitted wood delivered anywhere in
Rockland. Rockport or Camden. A8 for
Junk wood; $9 for fitted TEI. Union
11-13__________________ 123-139
FOR quick sale pair Holstein oxen,
i weight about 5.000 pounds. A. L BURNS
Friendship. Tel Thomaston 199-21
|
________________ 125-127
DUMP rart for sale 110. 2-ln. rope
fall and blocks for moving buildings
112. 8x6-in hard wood rollers; several
sets new whiffle trees and front *gear
cheap, lronbed complete. $150
Will
trade__ C F PRESCOTT city
125*127
CANARY birds for sale, nice singers,
reasonable price MRS. A C. SMITH.
148 North Main St. city
125*127
RIR pullets for sale
VICTOR
FRICKSON. Cuahlng. mall address.
R 2, Box 102 Warren._________ 125*137
VERY good buys—Superior lumber;
i Matched pine boards; novelty pine sid
ing; also be3t seasoned framing lumber
and boards JAMES Y MESERVE. V.
G B. Jefferson. Tel North Whitefield
15-23__________________________ 120*131
DRY. hard wood per foot fitted. $1 25.
M R Ar C O PERRY. Tel 4K7 119-tf
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Poj cahontus soft coal; dry fitted hard
and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN. Thom
aston. Tel 62
110-tf

High School Notes

ALSO-ANOTHER BIO NEW OLDS SIX AND
A GREAT NEW EIGHT AT REDUCED PRICES
new

70

«- Doon ston* 7u »

O question about it . . . the stand-out car for
M°'
in i<

939 is Oldsmobile! With the pick of them
all in the low-price field ... a brand new, all
quality Six with a flashing new Econo-Master
engine. And it’s Olds again in the popular-price
field. With stunning new editions of the Oldsmo
bile Six and Eight, both reduced in price. See
these three great cars . . . check them against
the field. There’s an Olds for everybody in 1939!

RHrTHAl,c
On

>■ <f“«Dn,.eoiL

Sp*ihgimc
sr‘’‘HiuT,Q„

★ Delivered price at Lansing, Mich., subject to change
without notice. Price includes safety glass, bumpers,
bumper guards, spare tire and
tube. Transportation, state and
local taxes, if any, optional equip
ment and accessories — extra
General Motors Instalment Plan.

yOU OUGHT
TO OWN
AN OLDS f"
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY

WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Camden journeys to Boothbay
, today to engage in a contest of six
I man football Rockland comes here
! Monday. Everyone should attend
and cheer Camden to victory. Even
though thc boys lost thc football
[ same to Boothbay last Saturday
I it should be considered that it was
their first game and they were over
1 anxious to win.
Students from last year's class
who are continuing their education
Unto higher field of knowledge are:
Barbara Johnson. Austin Rankin,
and Mark Ingraham are at the
I University of Maine; Joan Bird.
| Westbrook Seminary; Ralph Belyea.
Higgins Institute.
Statistics show that thc students
I are' reading highly educational and
I instructive magazines. Seventy-six
[ issues of the Reader's Digest and
35 of the Popular Science Monthly
ire being distributed each month.
The magazine drive ended Mon
day. The total amount received was
FIRST
[ $08 50. Thc school's share was
QUALITY RUBBER PAC
$26.01. Students who sold the most
I subscriptions and renewals were
12 Inches
COINS Start your own collection of
Harold Boynton, 15 credits; Thomas
Lincoln or Indian Heart cents. 5c pieces,
welsh* flrtl quality rubber
dimes,
quarters halves A good way to
Alyward, six; Robert Anderson.
cure gum. non-,lipping, h,
save money
A hobby worth whllp
barred „|. ,ho, wl|,
Beautiful coin boards for each denom
Car! Piper and Edith Hary, five.
leather, leather intale. E,t,a
ination. 25c. postpaid 30c. Will sell
Students selling subscriptions and j
you dates you cannot find Old money
reinforcement at ankle and Inbought and sold Coin book showing
renewals worth over $2 received a
»*ep- $3. 16-inch height $3.50.
prices paid for old coins. 15c. WIL
small prize.
LIAM H KENWORTHY. Numismatist.
41 Main St.. Waterville. Me.
129-tf
Helen Thorndike has recsntly
LEAVING for California about Oct
been elected president of The
26 Can take one or two passengers to
HUNTING SOX
help expenses and drive. 31 SEA ST .
Maples, a freshman dormitory at
Camden.
326*128
Heavy,
warm,comfortable.
the University of Maine. Miss
ALL persons removing anything from
or trespassing on Munroe Island will
Thorndike is taking the Home Ecohe prosecuted to thc full extent of the
I nomics Course.
law. P K REED, caretaker.
125-127
MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED
AT
THESE
PRICES
Vinal Hardy, a junior at CH S.
MEN <>r 30, 40. 50! Want Vim. Vigor,
Plus Small Charge For Postage
for rundown l>ody? Try Ostrex Tablets
was one of the eight delegates from
raw oyster stimulants and general
ROCKLAND, ME. of
body builders. If not delighted with
the New England states to attend 346 MAIN STREET,
results of first package, maker refunds
the 4-H Club Convention held in
Its price. Reg. $1.00. Special now.
$1. Call, write C. H MOOR
CO.
Springfield, Mass. He has been
119*130
county champion for the last three
I .A DIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mail orders
years and greatly enjoys hls 4-H
solicited. H C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
club work,
118-W

1 MISCELLANEOUS I

I

\1I
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• Every-Other-Day

^SOC? ETY

This And That

Everett Green of Boston has been
! spending the week at his former
Rockland home.

Circle Suppers

«$» »$. »♦« ♦♦♦ »♦« «$• «.♦«♦♦♦»♦«»:«*»j» *j» •>

I

♦>

THE LYRIC MUSE

♦

Some Nice Suppers

"BOOTS OR NO BOOTS"

Editor of The Black Cat:—

And Names of Committee,
Here ls another about a deacon.
Which Wil, Have Charge This deacon was a member of one
of the early Baptist churches of
T
At Cong’l Church
i St. George.

And Who Will Serve Them
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter
At Universalist Church ❖
j were given a house warming TuesThis Season
' day night, at their cottage "Wiri-

inaca,” which has recently been
t' Here are the names of those who
H,s habit was touting "Glory to
Circle suppers at the Universa ♦
< ompleted at Lucia Beach. The
♦ have charge of the suppers at the Ood >°° loud' 100 oft<’n and frc’
list Church for the balance of thc
' guests were Mr. and Mrs. Donald
4> Congregational Church the coming (tl!ently at v,ry opportune times
Publication Limited to Brief ♦
!C. Leach, Mr. and Mrs. John H. season will be in the hands of these
Finally
thc other deacons “
told him
........................
season. Members are asked to re “
Poems
housekeepers
:
♦
McLoon. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C.
If he would stop shouting "Glory to
of
Original
Composition
tain
this
list.
Nov. 2; Mrs. G. L. St. Clair, Chair
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland man;
By Subscribers
By K. S. F.
let. 26—Mrs. Glenn Lawrence, God" that they would give him a
Mrs. E. W. Berry. Mrs. J. Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Andrews of
Sleeper Jr.. Dr. and Mrs. Rupert L. Knight. Mrs. Hans Heistad. Mrs. E. ♦**
chairman; Mrs. Kennedy Crane, pair of new boots.
Rumford, were recent guests of Mr
Stratton. Mr. and Mrs. Earle R. A. Campbell. Mrs. L. A. Walker. Miss
It worked well for two meetings,
Mrs. George Foster. Mrs. A W. Foss,
WHO KNOWS?
and Mrs. Edward C. Boody.
j u you win watch out through the iGowell.
Mr.
Albert B. Ellen J. Cochran, Miss Hope Green__ and Mrs. ___
__
then
on thc third night his spirituMrs. H F. Hicks. Mrs. C. H. Duff
| Por The Courier-Gazette |
Elliot of Thomaston' andI Mr. and I bal^' Miss Anna Thorndike^ Mrs.
Mrs. E. D. Spear, Mrs. Charles1 “W evidently overcame him and
trees you wili be well repaid by the
W. G Butman. Mrs. H. E. Comins. I had yesterday and I have today.
Rounds Mothers' Club held its sight of birds in migration. Just Mrs- Theodore S. Bird. Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Fish. Mrs. Elizabeth But on the morrow who can say
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich
Emery. Mrs. Chauncey Keene, Miss’ up he iulnPfd and shouted.
Where I may be?
have closed their summer estate, first meeting of the year, Wednes now there are many unusual kinds Mrs. Senter were presented with a Flanders. Mrs. F. E. Cottrell. Miss Tomorrow, like days that vanish past Virginia Snow. Miss Flora Fish.
"Glory to God, boots or no boots!
Carrie Sheriff. Mrs. Adelle Morton. Like all tomorrows. ;they cannot last
‘The Crags” at Tenant's Harbor day night at the home of Mrs. Alan which drop down for a bit of rest
Fiesta ware.
But gone; and me—
Nov. 9—Mrs. W W. Spear, chair-,
Nov. 16: BOOK MART.
I'll enjoy the days I have .left In life,
and returned to their home, Mt. Murray. Officers elected were, and possibly a worm or bug.
1 _. .
~
no thought ot worry, care or man; Mrs. Henry Bird, Mrs. Carl
. , , .
_
w
Chapin Class, was pleasantly en
Nov. 30: Mrs. W. F. Senter. With strife
Vernon street in Boston for the fall President. Mrs. Phyllis Norton; vice
Sonntag, Mrs. J. M. Pomeroy, Mrs.
tertained
this
week
at
the
home
of
Chairman;
Mrs.
F.
A.
Tirrell.
Mrs.
To
cloud my sky.
president,
Mrs.
Gladys
Philbrick;
j
Teo
few
citizens
lake
advantage
montlis. Later they go for a season
Leo Howard. Mrs. Theodore Bird,
R.
C.
Perry,
Mrs.
Lloyd
Daniels.
Mrs.
Alan I of the beautiful library and its well,
Edna Pa> £on at her home on
to their Umbria plantation at secretary-treasurer,
day. one less on earth
Mrs. Horace Lamb. Mrs. A. F. Lamb. Every
their Mrs. Anna Paulitz, Mrs. Horatio
I'll
count
my
blessings,
sec
Murray.
After
the
business
session,
equipped
reading
tab
’
e
and
cultural
orace
street.
The
next
meeting
will
Monks Corner, S. C., where Major
Mrs. Clyde Vining. Mrs. H. E. Jackworth;
Cowan. Miss Ruth Nichols, Miss
Then on my way
Aldrich finds great pleasure in the time was occupied with needle- advantages to be gained by a quiet'bc "ith Miss Jennie Trussell. 39 son, Mrs. John Black. Mrs. Donald
To where, who anay tell, who may Anne Blackington.
Leach,
Mrs.
L.
p.
McRae,
Mrs.
Ev

work
and
tea
was
served.
Assisting
afternoon
or
morning
hour
spenti
Chestnut
street.
shooting for ducks which abound in
know
Nov. 30—Mrs. Carl Snow, chair
erett Munsey, Mrs. John McLoon,
and where from this earth I'll go
the rice fields.
hostesses were Mrs. Marjorie Cum- there. The city has a very courteMrs Ellen Fraser of Cornwall Mrs. T. C. Stone. Mrs. J. J. O’Hara, When
To the great beyond?
man; Mrs. Harold Leach. Mrs. C. F
mings, Mrs. Lola Smith and Mrs. ous librarian who is ready to give, Ont made her firsl vt5lt t0 Malnp Mrs. R. L. Stratton.
The wise man knows no more than I.
Joy, Mrs. Archie Bowley. Mrs. Donald
The fool never even wonders why—
Miss Marion Ludwick of Bates i Florence Snow.
help, if asked, in choice of new v;ben she came to this city to be
Dec. 14; L. A. Walker, Chairman;
Just wanders on.
Kelsey, Mrs. Ralph Smith. Mrs.
College will spend the weekend at J
-------books to read.
the guest of her son, Thomas W. H. Spear. Ralph Loring. A. L. If I meet dear ones on thc other side Emery Howard, Mrs. George B.
—
,
Briggs.
Lester
Sherman.
A.
B
her Rockland home with her room- | Mrs. A. E. Nelson of South PortI cross over that Great Divide.
Wood. Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Mrs. Mur
Hew glad city residents are to pasrr’ ®he Was “Pa^d by Cooper. A. F. Russell, E. O'B. Gonia. When
I'll understand.
mate Miss Dorothy Tuttle of Provi land is visiting her mother. Mrs.
_
Perhaps I'm weak end steeped In sin. ray T. Whalen, Mrs. R. E. Philbrick.
her son Vincent and daughter Miss j _
Dr. _
B. E. Flanders. _
Dr. C. F. French
have
the
new
sidewalks;
and
what
a
dence as her guest. Miss Dorothy Lucy Peabody in this city, and
Where the good leaves oil and the bad
Loutta, who is Mr Fraser's twin F. T. Goilid" ”e'~C Pavson." nG. L.
Dec. 14—A. C. Jones, chairman.
tt. •
begins
Frost is also expected home from brother Dr. Allyne W. Peabody in tremendous task it is to keep all the sister. It was the first family re St. Clair, O. B. Lovejoy, C.
E
'Tls hard to see
L.
B. Cook. Milton Griffin. Maurice
streets properly cared for.
Daniels. H E. Comins, A R Marsh. So I'll travel on and do my best.
Thomaston.
Bates for the weekend.
union in 14 years.
faith that God will do the rest— Lovejoy. Fred Black. G. A. Law-'
Alfred Church, J. B. Robinson. HaveFor
Ood loves me.
rence. W. I Ayer, H B Bird. W. W
Charles T. Smalley, Dr. John S
So John Strachey with all his
Margaret Coombs
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W Buttner.
Mrs. Florence Knowlton, was hos Lowe.
Miss Helen Delano, who has been
Spear. E. K. Leighton, C. H. Duff.
Vinal
Haven
bluff,
did
not
really
have
a
valid
tess to W I N. Club Thursday night
visiting at the home of her uncle, had as recent guests Mrs. Cecelia
Jan 11: Mrs. S. M Bird. Chair
it K at at
J. C. iPerry, H. A. Buffum. G. F.'
William Moulaison, in Brooklyn, Woodward of Jonesport. Mr. and viza and has turned right around at cards and luncheon. Mrs. Gard man; Mrs. E. R. Veazie. Mrs. Ralph
THE HOLIDAY
Snow, A. J. Bird. A. L. Orne, H B
and
sailed
for
England
again
at
the
ner French. Mrs. Ralph Glendcn- Calderwood. W"s. J. E. Diamond
has a position on the nursing staff Mrs. Paul Woodward and daughter
| Por The Courier-Gazette |
Fales. John I. Snow, J. O. Stevens,
polite request of Washington.
Mrs.
G.
W.
Palmer.
Miss
Adelaide
Barbara
of
Skowhegan.
Miss
Ruth
ning
and
Mrs.
Carl
Freeman
won
of the Presbyterian Hospital in New
Thc limp bass stirred the steaming
• • • •
C. I. Burrows, Leo Howard. Alvin
Holmes.
Miss
Therese
Smith.
Mrs.
lake,
honors at bridge.
York City and has entered upon E. Gregson. superintendent of Jor
A. E. Orff, Mrs. Howard Dunbar, October burned with restless ache
Thc elms seem to be the last trees
Ramsdell, J. E. Stevens. E. J Hellier,
boU the tee along the shore
dan Hospital, in Plymouth. Mass.
her duties there.
n- 1.1 tt n K
Mrs. Artis Pease, Miss Gladys To
to get into full swing with their
Which she had JeUed four days be B B. Smith. Henry C. Chatto, Victor
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
H.
Fuller
and niece Miss Phyllis Farrar of
__j ♦v.,. fi-xt
Blethen. Miss Margaret Nutt. Mrs.
fore.
Ramsdell. E. C. Davis. Dr. A. W.1
leaves in the spring and the first to gave a little housewarming party Leiand Drinkwater. Mrs Oardner To snap
the leaf-sap wide awake.
Mrs. Jane White. Mrs Caro Jones, Woonsockett. R. I., and Mr. and : drop them in the fall.
Foss. E. L. Spear. Alan L. Bird, C. j
last
evening
to
members
of
their
i
French.
Mrs.
Ruth
Spear.
Mrs.
HarThc wind was cosy ln the brake
Mrs. A. D Morey and Mrs. Retta Mrs. E. M. Norton and Mrs Bern
• • • *
old Marshall. Mrs. Harry Levensaler, Where pine-tree needles fell to bake
A Emery, Kennedy Crane, Homer
inunediate
family,
In
honor
of
Mr.
Simmons, were in Portland Wed ard Ryder of Saugus. Mass.
An example .of proper fall "putUpon the boulders' sweating pore—
Robinson, Joseph Emery. J. E.
and Mrs. Francis H. Bickford of Mrs. R. L. Wiggin.
And
no
bird
stirred.
nesday.
I ting in order lor winter” can be
Jan. 25; Miss Harriet Parmalee.
Bradstreet, Charles Merritt, Rev
Great
Neck.
Long
Island.
N.
Y.,
Shakespeare Society met this
at tbe hospital garden grounds
____
j Chairman: Mrs. A. B. Cooper. Mrs. We rode the hills—to lan the fake
Corwin H. Olds.
mimic breezes, motors make
Mre Pnoor <inrrer,i
E. B Sleeper. Mrs. Philip Thomas. And
Mrs. Samuel Rich and Miss Ava week with Mrs. Angelica Glover. 28 ; _reajjy a charming piece of work,
Mrs Roger Sorrent, formerly Miss ,
R
Stoddard. Mrs. R. L No plan within our human lore
Dec. 28—Mrs. A. R. Havener,
change the weathercock. We
• • • .
Rich who have been guests of Mrs members answering roll call. Mrs.
Anna Murglta, was honored Thurs Smith. Mrs. Lester Sherman. Mrs. May swore
chairman; Mrs. Corwin Olds, Mrs.
Addle Rogers during the illness and Maude Blodgett, gave an excellent( Now is the time to plant those day at a shower given by Mrs. Al J. B. Robinson, Miss Jane Trussell. No trees leaves stirred!
VICTORIA
A. J. Murray. Mrs. John G. Snow.
Lawrence Parsons
death of Mr. Rich, returned to their paper on “This superb embodiment bulbs if beauty of blossoms is de- bert Trenholme and Mrs. Karl Miss Jennie Brown, Mrs. A. F Rus
Mrs. David Beach, Mrs. Jerome
Rockland
<
homes at Isle au Haut Wednesday. of femininity” ln place of Mrs. Har- sired for next spring. Try some French, at the French home. Mrs. | sell. Miss Lillian Nash. Mrs. Charles
K It K It
in luxurious new
! Burrows, Mrs Kenneth Spear. Mrs.
_
,
,
,
, ., | 8chofield, Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin
riet Levensaler. resigned.
Mrs. new varieties this year and report Sorrent.
a popular member of the Mrs E E Berry
DREAMERS
Donald
Cummings,
Mrs.
A.
J.
The first Congregational circle Louise Duff was leader, the sec- them to the garden editor in the copper Kettle staff, received many
I Per The CourleT-GHzettel
j Nichols, Mrs. Frank Marsh.
Feb 1; Mrs. C. J. Bowley, Chairsupper will take place at 6.15 on ond act of Antony and Cleopatra spring
lovely gifts. Refreshments includ- j man; Mrs. E W. Peaslee. Mrs. H Small hoys dream of mountains of ' Jan. 11—Mrs. Clarence Munsey,
pleasure.
next Wednesday night, with Mrs. being read and discussed.
j ed wedding cake, cut by the new J. Weisman. Mrs. Earl McWilliams. Youth dreams of basking in danger.
Miss Charlotte Buffum. co-chairGlenn Lawrence as chairman. Else
Those splendid huge elm trees brjd<, and ice crcam Thc guests I Miss Ada Perry. Mrs. E. L.Hewett. A man dreams of adventure and prow- |
eas
i men; Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Mrs. A C.
,prp
qorah i;—„n I Mrs. Ralph Loring. Mrs. A. H. Rob The aged
where in this paper is a list of the
Member^ of Itooevik Club will which had to be removed from near u
dream
of
comforts
to
poswere the Misses Sarah Linnell, inson. Mrs. A. C. Rogers, Mrs. Karl
Rich and ravish
Jones. Mrs. Neil Fogg, Mrs. Charles
housekeepers for the season Women meet next Wednesday at the Cen the north entrance to the Bok I patrjcja Allen, Eleanor Ames, Doris ' OBrJen.
Mrs. D. H. Farrand. Mrs [ Life ls filled with dreams.
Rose. Mrs M F Lovejoy, Mrs. Fred
ing arc these Red Cross
of the church are asked to keep tral Maine Club room at 2 p. m. Nurses Heme, would soon have caven
Priscilla Robinson and , Oliver Holmes. Mrs. C. A. Christof- Little girls dream of dainties and Black. Mrs. L. N Lawrence, Mrs
Shoes
in Fashion’s favorite
this list. Late in the afternoon and to tack quilts.
been a menace to thc neighborhood Blanrhe Sylvester, and Mrs Ava ' feTsen Mrs. Charles T. Smalley,
dollies.
Joseph Emery. Mrs. Walter Barstow.
Malden
dream
of
conquests
and
folllea.
suede!
And because they
after supper a white elephant sale
ln stormy weather.
Lawry. Mrs. T. E. Tibbetts. Mrs. Mrs. B E Flanders. Mrs. Levi Flint, Mothers dr**am ol daughters and sons.
Jan. 25—Mrs. A. L. Orne, chair
____________
,
Miss Pearl Borgerson.
will be an attractive feature on this
A birthday party was tendered j
Grandmothers
dream
of
all
little
ones
—
fit perfectly, they put youth
Hervey C. Allen, Mrs. Donald Far... _
.___ _
man. Mrs. L. A. Thurston, Mrs. E.
tpc Grace Pnnnpp
Chairman,
Mrs. Sam Johnson Thursday night ] \>Mrs.
occasion.
Faunce nnfi
and hrotHer
brother | rand Mrs Mlldred Bunker Mrs 1 Ff?b. 15. E. R.
h Veazie.
q
e<e Yes. life Is filled with dreams.
in your step.
K
Leighton
Mrs.
Ensign
Otis.
Mrs.
by her daughter Miss Celia John- jaseph A Tufts of Dedham. Mass L(|cy
Mrs
Her.
E F alover H. H. Pav If we venture our fate to (he end of
desire.
Chapin Class meets next Tuesday son at their home on Belvidere | and Mrs. C. R Hunt of Philadelphia rick and Mrs Bernard Rackliffe. I son. H. C. Allen. F. M Tibbetts. R. AU wilt come true with courage to as B B. Smith, Mrs. W. I. Ayer, Mrs
Henry Chatto. Mrs. Alan Bird. Mrs
New Only
pire.
with Jane Trussell, Chestnut street. street. The guests were Mr. and are spending the crisp autumn days
L. Wiggin. A. C. McLoon, J. A. JameLife ls a battle of times and of seasons 'a. M. Derrv. Mrs. Eva Sleeper.
I
son,
A
P.
Haines,
L.
S.
Davis.
J.
Faith, love and hope filled in with
Mrs. Leland Mann of Camden, Mr. j at thc Fauncc cottage, Andrews
ROCKVILLE
reasons.
| Feb. 8—Mrs. Fred Trecartin,
Mrs. Arthur Ward, Nelson Ward, and Mrs. Percy Jones of Wiley's i island.
i Fred Knight. G. B. Wood. S. F.
pride, high-hearted mca chairman; Mrs. Milton Griffin, Mrs.
i Copeland. H. P. Blodgett. Ralph Endurance,
Ts. Edwin Richardson and daugh Corner. Mrs. Hazel Fisette, Mr. and
sure
Mr and Mrs Marshall and fam- 53,erwo^ A. H. Robinson
Live to the full—enjoy all tts treasure, j Basil Stinson, Mrs. Nettie Frost
ter Sylvia of Waterville were guests Mrs. Herman Johnson, Aubrey I Miss Pearl Borgerson clerk to thc Uy of Rockport have moved to the
Keep your life filled with dreams
March
1:
Mrs.
C.
E.
Rollins.
Mrs. Ruth Peterson, Mrs. L. B
nesday of Mrs. Bernice Osier of
310 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
K. S F.
Wentworth, Mrs. Nellie Ifemey. clerk of courts, has returned from Tolman house.
Chairman; Mrs. M. E. Wotton. Mrs.
Rockland
Cook,
Mrs.
Harold
Connon,
Mrs
23 Franklin street. Mrs. Osier re
G.
B.
Wcod,
Mrs.
Grace
Black.
Mrs.
Miss Emma Brewster of Bedford,
Mrs. Anna Seavey. Mrs Jennie a fortnights vacation spent in Bosr»r»
Vance Norton, Mrs Joseph Blais-1
turned to Waterville with them for Feyler. Miss Phronie Johnson and
ton and vicinity.
, Mass., has been visiting her mother, G. M. Simmons. Mrs. A. C. McLoon.
OCTOBER
Mrs F. L. Weeks, Mrs. J. A. Jame
dell. Mrs. Eugene Lamb. Miss Mary ’
la visit.
Mrs. Johnson's grandchildren. M;rI For The Courler-Oazette |
Mrs Fannie Brewster for a few days son. Miss Caroline Jameson. Mrs
Methebesec Club held its. initial1
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Oh! October! where are thy frosts that Harriman.
Mrs Mida Packard and daughter garet. Harry and Maurice Johnson meeting of the year. Friday after and returning Thursday was ac- Samuel Lawry. Mrs. H.C. Allen. Mrs.
chilled
March 1—David Beach, chair
L. E Blackington. Mrs. Susie Davis, In other
ana
Mrs.
Barbara
Wentworth.
A
years,
and
plants
and
flowers
i
companied
by
her
mother
who
will
Miss Marion Packard were in (Bel
man; Earl Perry. A. J. Murray. Wal
Mrs John Smith Lowe, Miss Therese
killed!
beano game iwas enjoyed, late noon. at the residence of Mrs. An- ' spend thc wintcr with her.
fast Thursday to visit Mrs. Bertha [
Rankin, Mrs. A. P. Haines, Mrs. But in these dnys soft blows the zephyr ter Barstow. Jerome Burrows,
featuring aa decorated'"* Stevens, with 37 members ip
mre Conies
breeze.
luncheon
featuring
Miss Josephine Tolman is having Seabrcoke Oregory.
Keene.
And kisses leaves while falling from Cleveland Sleeper, Fred Trecartin.
cake, a present from Mrs. Ifemey.1, attendance. After thc disposal of a vacation from the office of John
the
treeMarch 15; Mrs. L. F. Chase.
busta”8 interesting report
could be 6.ad though #>lgns of Ralph A. Smith, A R. Havener, L
Chairman; Mrs. J. S. Jenkins. Mrs. Who death
Mrs Sam Johnson, was a guest The guest of honor received many
lie all around?
1 ot thc Federation meeting, held at,
voHerbert Hall. Mrs B J. Philbrook. They are lovely stlll-the leaves and A. Thurston. John G. Snow. Dr. N
Thursday of friends at Wiley’s Cor lovely gifts.
Mr. Helen Andrews of Glen Cove Mrs. H. H Brown. Mrs. O. E Davies,
A. Fogg, Harold Karl. C. F. Joy. C
! the Samoset Hotel, last summer
flowers upon the ground
ner.
So we. 1-f by our Living others may be W Munsey. Frederick Bird. Joseph
is
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vesper
Hal!
Mrs.
E.
C.
Boody.
Mrs.
E.
C.
Payson,
A rehearsal of the Rockland unit
SiVfn by Mrs. Katliaryn St.
for a few days. Mrs. Robert Kane Mrs. Alfred Church. Mrs. L. A. Post. No etlng ln death will find—naught Blaisdell. Charles Rose, Donald G
Mrs Frederick Cates was hostess of the Eastern Maine Music Festi- I ^air, club president and Mrs. Anbut peace and rest.
Cummings, Dr. Emery Howard, Carl
val will be held at the home of Muss Kflica Glover, district director of of Report visited Tliursday with ; Mrs. E. H. Maxey. Mrs. F. S. ColW R Walter
to X.CB. Cltlb Thursday night at
Sonntag, Eugene Lamb. Frank
North Walddboro
Margaret
Simmons,
Masonic
street
,hc
9th
That
*
was
one
s
her
P
a
renj,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ha.l
gare(
sta
j,i
Miss
Margaret
Robina Halloween party, the members at
Marsh. Dr. E. L. Scarlott. Francis
tending in costume. Observance , Monday at 7.30. A group from this of the best Federation meetings] After a short visit here, Mr. and son.
RETROSPGCTION
[Orne, Theodore Bird. Ernest Keywas made of Mrs. Roscoe McKln- locality will participate tn the
held was the ^"eral opinion I Mrs. W A Barrows returned TuesMarch »; R C. Perry. Chair| For The Courier-Gazette |
wood, J. M. Pomeroy, Chauncey'
ney s birthday, the luncheon table ! massed chorus at the concert in, «* the many members attending i day to Newtonville.
J man: T G Stone. Wilbur Senter
love the dear old Courier-Gazette,
bearing a cake, gay with colored | City Hall. Bangor Wednesday night. J Mrs Ruth ^'ngw^ehairman of: Kenneth Thurston and Norman , iahn Blaek_L. E. McRae. Frank II love
Keene, Vanrc Norton, Murray
the
people
I
have
met
[Tirrell. Dr E. W. Peaslee. Everett Through Its columns, with word.*?
SPECIAL
j Whalen, Bertram White.
This
is
the
41st
annual
Maine
,
h
(
'
educational
department
of
the
Thurston
mdae
a
flying
trip
to
their
Munsey
.John
McLoon,
Nilo
Spear
icing, with attractive favors at each
Of thoughts expressed; words of
CHILDREN'S MATINEE
March 15—Mrs. John I. Snow
Music festival and it is hoped that Pcdrra*'ed Woman's Clubs of Maine, home Sunday but returned thc Dr. R. L. Stratton. Lloyd Daniels. Comfort, of peace, of rest.
MCN'DAY—4 P. M —10 CENTS
place. A bridge lamp disguised as
chairman; Mrs. J. E Bradstreet. |
nirt anrt now util ’ uave an outline of Education Dav same day lo Houlton where they Oscar Crockett, Arthur Lamb, Rob- I love the poemt read long ago.
I
_
_
I
r»..r-»-«ii t-y- TY
t
ti
a ghost, black cats and jack o'lan- man> pairon?*. Uiu aiiu IICW, will I
TODAY
ert Russell, Dr. II. J. Weisman. H. Though the hands that penned them | Mrs Victor Ramsdell, Mrs. H A.
terns were used as seasonal deco attend Notable artists will appear at Colby College, held Oet. )2. The are employed.
BOB BAKER in
are gone;
E. Jackson. Donald Leach. Almon
Mr. and Mrs, Peter Hill, son Viljo Cooper, Jr.. Arthur Jordan, Alfred And so I nites them—no tongue can Buffum, Mrs. Cleveland 31eepcr.1
"THF BLACK BANDIT"
rations in the rooms. The evening together with a large chorus andjmaln ‘heme of Education Day. i
tell.
Mrs W S. Cameron. Mrs. Earl Perry
to
increase
character
education
[
and
daughter Joyce have moved to Bfnner
orchestra.
But Our Father doeth all things well
was devoted to sewing.
Mbs Ada Young. Miss Eleanor Bird,
among school children, that the Searsmont.
April 12: Mrs. E. F. Glover,
I wonder If It can be
Mr. and Mrs. F. J Hunter were Chairman; Mrs. H. O. Gurdy. Mrs Sometimes
Mrs Millie Thomas and Mrs. Riah
They are close by my side, helping me; Miss Frances Chatto
Scribblers' Club will meet Mon crime wave among young people.
Doing their work at God's command.
March 29—Mrs. H B Fales,
Knight, were in Waterville Thurs dav. Mrs. Edna McKinley of Unionovercome Mrs. Mary Perry guests Thursday of their daughter Nellie Bint Mrs_ C. E. Daniels. Mrs^ Our
dearest friends In that Holy Land
I Rich and Mrs Carolyn Sleeper also Mrs Horace Maxey in Strong
^.iruT^nt MiZ' MaV.de Prat?
chairman;
Mrs. Charl«w Merritt,
day guests of Mrs. Carrie Soper.
will be leader, and Mrs. Sarah McWe cannot see them, but their work
Mrs. Hazel Peterson. Mrs. Clarence
gave excellent reports of the meet- , Mrs. D. A. Sherer spent Tuesday yrs o B Lovejoy mrg w p Tjh- We
Cullagh the hostess.
do. from age ito aw, as we travel
ing in Waterville.
I with Mrs. C. H. Morey in Rockland.' betts, Mrs. W M Connon. Mrs. E.
Barnard, Mrs, E L Spear. Mrs. Ed
tbrouih;
An All-American Ripley "Bc___________________________________________________________
_____ W. Pike, Mrs. J. H. Newman. Miss Giving our thoughts. In words ex win Edwards Mrs. Harriet Frost.
lieve-It-Or-Not” Contest! 14 grand
pressed.
Mrs. Hazel Burr Atwood is at. ’
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Mabel Pillsbury. Mrs. Henry Clukey, To others, that they may find peace Mrs. Elizabeth Hahn. Mrs. Phyllis
prizes Send in your strange facts. Owls Head earing for Mrs M. E. |
Mrs F. T. Gould.
and rest.
Leach Mrs Vina Graves.
Dclora E Morrill
See details, rules, list of prizes in Scammon, who is ill.
Broadway's binest
Executive Committee: Mrs. R W.
Rockport
April 12— Mrs Harold Karl, chairJ the Oct. 23 Boston Sunday Adver
laugh hit playad
Messer, Mrs. S. F. Copeland. Mrs.
a; it at it
man;Mr.s E. J. Hellier, Mrs C E.
by tha screen's
[ E. W. Berry. Mrs. J. Fred Knight,
tiser.
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Miss Lots Jacobs attended the
lowing to the regulations of the Davis, Mrs. C. I. Burrows, Mrs. |
“Wc, WANT A TOUCHDOWN”
’ Mrs. E. C. Payson, Mrs. H. O. Gurdy.
tap comedy clan!
Maine-Connecticut football game
poetry department, anonymous con Homer Robinson. Mrs? A J Bird,
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard
Cruises arranged, steamship tiek- last week ln Orono, and was a guest
Housekeeping Committee; Mrs. E. tributions cannot be accepted, al
,ets to all parts of the world. M. F. at the Phi Eta Kappa house party.
1 F. Berry, Mrs. L. A. Walker. Mrs. though a nom de plume may be used Mrs. Harris Cram. Mrs. Doris Scar
W. H Spear. Mrs. C. T Smalley, if the name of the sender accom lott. Miss Virginia Connon. Miss
Lovejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
Alena Young.
Mrs. R. L. Wiggin Mrs O. B. Love
John Hagar of Chester. Penn., is
1060-J, ftockland.
16-S-tf
panies it.—Ed]
joy. Miss Harriet Parmalee.
Mrs. Frederick Bird, chairman of
visiting his former home in this
Hospitality Committee: Mrs E.
the Primary department.
The j
with
Alton Hall Blackington. ace news city. He is in the employ of a pa
F. Glover. Mrs. J. S. Lowe. Mrs. A.
Bingo every Saturday night a! K chairman of the lnt,rmpd,at<;
per
concern,
'which
is
so
busy
that
photographer and lecturer extra
W. Gross, Mrs. Lesler Sherman. P. hall. 8 to 10 o’clock. Good prizes, j par(mpnt and
LUCILLE
BALL
of bolll up. I
Mrs E. R. Veazie, Mrs. A B. Coop
ordinary will speak at Community it is months behind in filling or
ANN
MILLER
er. Mrs. E. B. Sleeper. Mrs. Harry
pers, will be announced later.
Building. Rockland. Nov. 8. featur ders.
Levensaler, Mrs. C. E. Rollins. Mrs.
I FRANK ALBERTSON
ing pictures and high lights of the
Adelle Morton Miss Blanche CranMr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Hemenway
recent hurricane. It is his official I
’ riall.
BKO RADIO Rill
UNION
Flower Committee: Mrs. E. W
homecoming to hls native Rock who were there for the trials of
—
Pike, Tonian Circle.
Isabel C. Abbott, daughter of Mr
land Let’s all be there. Auspices thc destroyer Benham, have re
turned to Montclair, N. J.
and Mrs. W. iC. Abbott, a junior at
Community Theatre Guild — adv.
OH
| Colby College, was named oil the
GLEN
COVE
125-127
I
___
•ANDIO S BE9MAN inChorpt C* Produc*'enaD>f»d9d
Mrs. R. C. Jewell was hostess to
! Dean's list posted Tuesday. This
by Without A. Se.»e» •
Hcv b* Mrwlb
a dessert bridge at her Broadway
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gregory rej list of honor students was com
Ladles' chauffeur with La Salle
f
•
l
,
c
6 Q
home. Wednesday night. Halloween
, turned Wednesday from Portland
posed of those who have an aversedan would like two people to drive
jOWCON’EST PF TU^
decorations were artistically ar
1 where the former attended Grand
! age rank of 85% or higher.
this winter in Florida. Alice Dem
ranged throughout the rooms, and
Sunday Shows Benefit of
Ledge of I O.O.F.
mons. 208 Hancock St., Rumford.—
Winsiow-Hclbrook Past, No. 1.
especially seen in the refreshments,
Penobscot View Grange conferred
adv.
125-127
FRIENDSHIP
American Legion
consisting of ice cream, cake, and
the first and second degrees Thurs
coffee. The guests were Mrs. Ru
day night on seven candidates,
Mrs. Gertrude Bums of this town
TODAY
pert Stratton, Mrs. Thomas Stone,
j Luncheon was served in observance
and J. R. Simmons of New York
“LISTEN DARLING"
Mrs. Donald Leach, Mrs. Claude
i of the birthdays of Mrs. Karl Pack
city were married last Saturday.
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
Bishop, Mrs. Wilbur Senter. Mrs.
ard. Mrs. Oolden Munro, Mrs. Min
and JUDY GARLAND
The annual meeting of the Farm
John H. McLoon, Mrs. Cleveland
nie Miles and Dr. Lloyd RlchardBureau will be held Wednesday at
Sleeper. Mrs. Harold Leach. Mrs.
! son.
the Community Building in RockAn October Special
Earl Gowell. .Mrs. Theodore Bird,
'and.
Mrs. Jerome Burrows and Mrs.
The Pythian Sisters will hold a
Jack Black. The attractive prizes
party Wednesday night at K. P.
consisted of silk hosiery, rose bowl,
Pbuiw 892 ’ _
ball
“We want a touchdown!” cheer John Howard. Mary Carlisle and Owen
Get it From Your
dusting powder and sport handker
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 845,
Including Shampoo and Setting
Mrs. William Simmons who is 111
chief, were won by Mrs. Stratton, Davis, Jr., three ardent West Point rooters, in “Touehdown. Army.” Para
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
INDEPENDENT
GROCER
mount's
newest
football
romance.
There
will
be
a
Special
Children's
j
if
being
cared
for
at
the
Thompson
Tel. 960-R
Mrs. Burrows. Mrs. Bird and Mrs.
Nursing Home.
127-lt
Matinee Monday at 4 P. M.—adv.
Bishop, consolation,
Mite Club members met this week
with Mrs. Katherine Haines for an
afternoon of contract. The hostess
served refreshments.

RED CROSS
SHOES

‘50

BLACKINGTON’S

» rr

PARR 1

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

£ SNEEZY
Jlis sold

GOLDIE’S
BEAUTY SHOP

Permanent Waves
Croquignole, $2.40

NISSEN’S
SNOW WHITE BREAD
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Every-Other-Dayn

Students Of Old

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine’s waterfront.
••COAST GUARD STANDING BV”
|Por The Courler-Oazette|
,
There are Coast Guard stations gleam
ing white
Where sea reflects the sky.
With crews of men that love their work
When duty calls them never shirk
Though danger on the dark waves lurk
Por the “Coast Guard standing by "

Follies Monday night at Strand
Portland. The Misses
Sterling were overnight guests of
Mrs. Sterling
[
P O Hilt attended funeral serv-1

Theatre

(Continued from Page One)
ton; Orace L. Sherman. Appleton;
Karl Packard; Ernest Ginn, Ash
Point; Oliver Hanley; Everett
Spear.
1893
Helen McNamara; George Leadbetter; J. E. Stevens; Mrs. H. B
Smith; William Sansom: Victor
Ackley, Cutler; Rose M. Keene;
Annle M Chadwick; Alice Beverage.
No Haven; Juanita Martin. MarMnsville; Jesse E. Young. Lamolne;
Walter Holt, Lamoine; Lizzie
Youn*'- Lllllan Treworgy; Nettie

New CHEVROLET.J939

Ices for Capt. Mac Vane In Portland Dyer; Lizzie Webster; George Wig
' Friday last week. Mrs. R. T. Ster gin; Abbie Wentworth; Orace H.
Along the beach all through the night
ling a cousin of Capt. MacVane Sherman; Evie Millay; Florence
Where sea birds erle cry
Blends with the gale that sweeps and her son Robert were also pres Reed; Charles T. Frost; Mattie
toward land.
Bradford:
Ellen J.
Cochran;
WhU* ofl Uns-as rpU qnrpojs
rqtid
ent.
And mists the lantern In hls hand
Mrs
F
O
Hilt
Mrs
R
T
Ster-j
Luther
Smith;
Leroy
H
Benner,
sue voa.t uuatu atana.-ig by.”
ling and W R. Hilt called Sunday
Kittredge; E J. Morey; T R.
"Distress' they answer without delay afternoon on Mrs. Clyde Grant.
Pierce; Charles A. Ludwig; Jose E.
Though waves are running high
Full manned the life boat breasts the
John S. Robinson recently at- Colcord; Roy Chase; Louise E. St.
gale
Clair. Milltown; Harry Young;
Wh»re men are waiting grave and pale. tended the Theatre in Portland.
How welcome It that cheering hall
Keeper Cuskley of Newcastle Pearl Willey; Leila Lord; John F.
"Coast Guard standing by."
Light called here Tuesday; he is on Sullivan; Mary E. Dow; Almon
Coast Ouard patrol boats sweep the sea
Bird. Jr.; Orace E. Ames; Laura B.
vacation.
Where threat of danger lies.
Ames; Walter F Hall; William Rob
For though the winter winds may blow
Norris
Young
and
party
from
Ma

And skies grow dark with threat of
snow.
tinicus and Thomaston called Sun inson: Mrs. A. A. Shepherd; Bennie
The m n before the mast all know
Reed: Maude Reed; Edith Conary; |
day on F O. Hilt.
"Coast Ouard standing by."
Wilbert C. Packard; Fred Keizer:
The
first
assistant
keeper
at
And yet another group we find
Seguin
Light
and
his
wife
visited
Georgia M Linscott: A. W. CushIn swift winged snips that fly
To render aid In every way
man; John Ankerstraem; Helen
the
station
Wednesday
Upon the witers night and day
!• daunts them no: the ocean gray.
W C Dow of Portland called here Snow; Nettie B Healey; Arthur E.
Coast Guard slandlnt by "
Healey.
Rose B Hupper
Wednesday morning.
Tenants Harbor
Bernard Stinson. Green's Land
W R Hilt is recovering from a
ing;
Nina B Farrington, Warren;
recent illness Robert Sterling Jr.
Little River
and John Robinson were motor rid Lena Conary: Fred Holbrook; Willie
Mr and Mrs. Myron Corbett and
ing with Bill Morrison Wednes Abbott; Nellie Babbidge; Emma
daughter Myrna are visiting Mr.
Kerr: W. R. Phinney. Thomaston;
day night.
Corbett's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wll
Francis Wight; Ray Eaton. Green's
liam Corbett at the station.
The Cuckolds
Landing; Bert Bachelder; Maggie
Misses Florence Corbett and
The tender Ilex passed this sta- N Cleveland; John A Anderson;
Ruth Coibett returned home last tlon Wednesday going West.
Walter
Velma Oxton:
week from Rangeley.
Mrs Inez Davis who passed the Prank ^“d; lister R Boynton;
Neil Corbett has been working on summer with her son Philip Davis Edwln C Philbrook: Hattie Oardhas returned to Worcester. Mass | ner; H L' Skinner'
Clyde; W
the road the past few days.
R. Phinney. Thomaston; Mattie
Purcell Corbett who Is employed
Capt. Chase of Wiscasset recently
at Roque Bluffs, spent last week spent a weekend with Keeper and Hall; C. P. Case; Isaac Conant; L.
R. Boynton.
end with his parents. Mr and Mrs. Mrs. Foss.
Eddie Philbrook; Robert Farwell;
W W Corbett.
Mrs. Justin Foss. Mrs. Evelyn
Oeorgia Linscott; Grace Blake;
Mr and Mrs Frank Porter are Townsend, and Mrs Patience Oray
Francis Wight; Alice Burnham;
lhe parents oi a sen who has been spent a day recently ln Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Davis, son Myrtie Perry; Nellie Gregory: Car
named G. Clifford Jones.
Alden
and Mrs. Patience Gray were rie Roosen; Susie Babbidge. Green's
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Corbett,
Landing; Willie Hatch. Washing
daughter Myrna. Mrs W. W Cor visitors in Damariscotta recently ton; John Ankerstraem; Eugene
Mrs Justin Foss, son Justin and
bett and daughter Florence motored
O'Neil; Sadie Stevens; Marion A
Sunday to Roque Bluffs with Pur Miss Dorothy Ducton passed last Thomas; Nettie Gross; Bert Bach
weekend in Brooklyn with Mr. and
cell Corbett. They will return home
Mrs Albert Anderson. While there elder; Joe Mitchell; Ernest Bunker.
Monday.
they enjoyed a movie at the new Thomaston; Charles M Stevens;
A son. Burton Durward. was born Grand Theatre in Ellsworth. On Jessie L. Crockett. Ash Point; Rose
recently to Mr and Mrs. Durwood returning home they were accom P Moran. Thomaston; Nettie E
Maker
panied by Mrs Foss daughter Mil- Calph. Appleton; Lizzie Hix. South
Mrs. Myron Corbett and Miss h,
wm spend a few days at the Thomaston.
Florence Jones; Mattie McKen
Florence Corbett were callers last Light.
Saturday afternoon on Mr. and Mrs
Justin Foss. Jr., and Lester Sim- ney; Marne McInnis; Edwin A.
Charles Porter.
sons were callers Tuesday at the Leach. Warren; Mabel E Smith.
Ash Point; Prank Magee; W H.
Mr. and Mrs Linwood Peabody station.
are the parents of a son born last
Both families at this station have Adams; Wilbur A. Pressey; William
Sansom; Lizzie Landers; Annie
Saturday.
1 enjoyed a vacation ashore.
Adelaide
Maynard; !
Mrs. Mary Thompson of Portland Chadwick;
Amos
Freeman.
South
Thomaston;
1
spent the past week with Mr. and
Deer Island Thoroughfare
Angie Butman; Arthur Elliott.
Mrs.
Philip
Davis.
A few nice fall days have made ,
Mr and Mrs. Manuel Winchen Thomaston; V F. Brown, Rockport; 1
us forget the recent fog spell.
bach of Rockland passed last Sun Eva Wooster; Cora Hall; L. A
Rachel Robinson has returned j
Chapman; W. L. Chapman; Oeorge
day with Keeper and Mrs. Poss
from a visit with friends in Brook- !
Leadbetter: Emily Anderson; Theo
lin.
Bunker; Austin Day; Fred Hol
NOT1CE TO MARINERS
F. W. Morong. government ma_____
brook; John Walmsley; Myrtie Her
chinist recently spent a few days at, Muscongus Bay—-Maine—Frank- rick.
the station while overhauling the • iin island Light—Dwelling was deCalvin Carter. Thomaston; AM
bell machine.
Glidden; L. L. Knowlton; Jennie
molished Oct 15.
We are still looking forward to a
Searsport Harbor—Maine—Buoys Pillsbury; Aaron W. Mont. Tenant's
visit from Keeper Wells. Scissors established June 2 to mark sub Harbor; Louie Blackington; Sarah
and clippers are both sharp.
Peaslee &
merged wreck of barge Cullen No. O. Puller; Gussie Sherman; Walter
Robert Smith and James Holland 18 were removed Oct. 18.
Shuman; Herbert M. Perry; Samuel
Jr. of Stonington have been recent
Goodey; Richard J. Foley; Arthur
visitors at the Light.
Haines: Lizzie H Lovett; Norman dron; Joe Mitchell; C. F Case; E.
Schooner Annie & Reuben of
A. Etter; Harry M. Higgins; Russell C. Philbrook. South Thomaston;
Stonington passed in by today and
Tilden; Lizzie E Brown; Eugene P
Frank Wotton. Jr.. Warren; Lillian
with a heavy southwest breeze she
Clark; Preston Howard; Mertie
was making steamboat time.
Blake. Rockport; Bernard Stinson. Kincaid. Solon.
E. A. Banks. Belfast; Eugene
We read with regret of the death
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and Green's Landing; F. J. Gilman.
O'Neil;
F W. Huntley; A. J Spald
of Mrs. Flora Johnson of Steuben.,
South Montville; Eugene M Curtis.
We enjoyed a call on her at her i .....
.
_
Camden; Walter Arey, Belfast; j ing; L. K. Greene; Herbert Watts.
at their home in Thomaston. They
home while on our vacation in Sep
Merton E. Tolman. Matinicus; M Tenant's Harbor; Arthur Haines;
were accompanied by Miss Mary
Ralph Tibbetts. Rockport; Lewis L.
tember
W. Spear, Rockport.
! Bills, former director of training
Keeper Robinson has his new
George A. Beach. Belfast; Mark Russell, Union; Maurice Costello;
at ES.NS. as far as Camden, Mar
boat "slicked up" with a fresh coat
Gilbert; Oliver Hanley; J. E. Stev Vinnie Havener; Susie Dean; Lil
garet Rogers and Margaret McMil
of paint and a new spray hood.
ens, Warren; Inez Harding; Her- j lian Treworgy. Ellsworth; Carrie
lan
to
Rockland
and
Helen
Thomp

We wish Henri A. Leclure a very
bert !B Barter, Isle au Haut; Wil Payson. South Hope; Alden G Kal
successful voyage around the world. son to Warren.
liam P. McManus; Lewis L. Russell, loch; James Shepherd; Louis A.
The Senior girls gave a party at Camden; William Robinson; Vic Crockett. Ash Point; A P. Hunt; J.
He passed quite near this station
the dormitory Thursday evening in tor Ackley, Cutler; Harry R. Dorlty. F Gilman. South Montville; Fred
on his way west.
honor of Miss Mary Bills of Hope. Sargentville; M IR. Pillsbury; Jerry Robbins; Jessie Crockett. Ash
A book of memory verses made by Sullivan; Nina Frohock; Allie Point; Estelle Foster. Ash Point.
Portland Head
the girls was presented to her. Pillsbury: Elsie A. Crockett, North | Eva Ginn, Ash Point; W. W.
Another week added to thc past
Songs were sung and ice cream and Haven; Ruth W. Thomas; Chester i Gregory, Glen Cove; Lizzie Hix.
and time to say "Hello” to Guardi
cake were served.
E Leadbetter. North Haven; T. R. Thomaston; Rose Moran. Thomas
ans of our Coast, wondering if the
ton: Nettie Gross; Albert F. Barnes.
hot wave Monday extended off - A poverty ball was held at E.S. Pierce; Octavis Fifield. Green's
NS.
gymnasium
Friday
night.
Roger
Landing; C. E. Britto; Grace Hoak St. George; Arthur E. Kellar, St.
shore
It has been quiet around here'00* of Wiscasset played the piano
Emery D. Berry; George W. George; Winslow’ Robinson, St.
for
the
dance
orchestra.
Wheeler; Jno. L. Payson; Evie Mil- George: Jerry Sullivan; Zenas Mel
with a little fog to change the tone
Arlene
Eaton
and
Grace
Gross
lay; Charles Frost; Leroy Chase. vin; Frank Brown; W. A. Spear;
of things and flies making merry
Frank Beggs; Earle B. Barron;
until that swatter gets busy, when of Stonington, visited relatives in Jr.; Clyde Chase; Stephen Chase. I
Bluehill during the weekend.
Jr.; Elon Gilchrest; M. J. Emmons; i Jennie Haskell; J. A Richan; J IH.
things begin to hum.
Damon; Harry Rising; Bert Stover;
Mrs. R. T. Sterling. Miss ElizaPrincipal William D. Hall (Billy E. C. Comstock; Leroy Cole; W. C.
Bertha Hall; Clarence Pendleton;
beth Sterling and Miss MarionI Hall to his Rockland friends) at- Lufkin, Glen Cove; H. A- Emmons; ,
Charles E. Lothrop; F. H. Sweet; C.
Lena
N.
Bradford;
Charles
W
Sterling attended Junior League tended the Harvard-Army football
N. McDougall; W C. Erne •’/; Geotge
------------------------------------------------ | game with Coach Lloyd Hatfield of Means; F J. Hall. Matinicus; Grace
Bird; Herbert Barter. Isle au Haut;
the ES.NS. faculty and the lat- L. Daniels, Union; Carrie Waldron; Arthur Farrand; Louise Haynes,
Vinal Haven & Rockland ter's father Clifford K. Hatfield, Edith Chase; Willie Abbott; Earle J Islesboro.
president of the Penobscot Com Barron; H. F. Hamilton, Belfast; I Alice Burnham; J. P Spalding,
Steamboat Company
James Walsh; Arthur Haines; Del
pany Fish and Game Association.
South Thomaston; Grace Daniels.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Addie Rogers '16 of Rockland mont Staples, Swan’s Island; Mina , Union: Etta Cross: Gardiner Miller,
L.
Fowler.
Surry;
Nina
B.
Farringj
Service To:
president of the ES.NS. General ton. Warren; Mattie May; Mabie! Ulmer P. Smith. Vinal Haven; C. I.
VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAl'T, Alumni Association, reports that the Haine; Lizzie Sawtelle; Aimee! Pendleton. Searsport; Orrin F.
Alumni banquet held in connec
Smith. Vinal Haven; Merton Tol
SWAN'S ISLAND AND
tion with the meeting of the Maine Marsh; Gertrude Knowlton; Eva man. Matinicus; Mark Gilbert;
FRENCHBORO
B Emery; Ada H. Perry.
Teacher’s Association will be at the
Sumner Hahn; Francis Wight; W.
WINTER SERVICE
Fred M. Davies; Alfred E. Keyes;
Penobscot Exchange. Bangor. ThursE. Staples; Arthur Elliott, Thom
Effective Tuesday. Oct. 11
W. E. Weeks; George O. Coombs; j
Oct. 21 at 6 p. m.
(Subject to change without notice)
aston.
George T. Stewart; Boardman Aus- 1
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
tin; A. P. Hunt; Susie Dean; Eve- j
Read Up
Read Down
lyn Sumner; I. J. Burton, Warren; |
P. M.
A. M.
Andrew Rikila’s
Helen McNamara; Agnes R. Arm
i Nol Suffer monthly pain and delay due to
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6 00
colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Ar. 4.40
New Shoe Repairing Shop strong, Thomaston; Bessie Spear; Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
reliable and give Quick Relief. Sold by
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Ilavcn,
Eddie C. Ingraham; W. H. Mad all
druggists for over 50 years. A»k lor
is at 299 Main St.
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
docks, Owl’s Head; Bernice Smith; ]
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
Lv. 1 30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Austin J. Moody, Warren; Herbert’ CHICHESTERS PILLS
13Stf
122-tf
W. Pendleton, Warren; Carrie Wal- '

J

all

CHEVROLET’S FAMOUS VALVE'

Here’s Big News

CHEVROLET PRICES
GREATLY REDUCED
Come

in Today

See this marvelous new Chevrolet for
1939 . . The highest quality motor car

ever offered in the entire history of
low-cost motoring . . with all these sen

sational new features making it the
outstanding car for all-round

satis

faction as well as the biggest buy in

motordom.

SEE IT—DRIVE IT—TODAY!

BUY A CHEVROLET AND BE SATISFIED.

CHEVROLET’S THE CHOKE

Again More Quality
AT SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED PRICES
CHEVROLET?
SEE

YOUR

CHEVROLET

LOCAL

DEALER

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

Castine Normal

MODERN WOMEN

689 MAIN ST.
Ross, Vinalhaven

i At Gorham Normal
|

<By Lorraine Fitz-Patrlck)

Last Friday afternoon Gorham
Normal School was honored in hav
ing Dr. Ambrose Suhrie of New 1
York University as its guest. Dr.
Suhrie arrived at noon and was en
tertained at dinner by the students.
Miss Rase Flanagan of Rockland
was the hostess. During the first
period in the afternoon the entire
student body and faculty members
were in chapel to hear Dr. Suhrie
give a talk on "Co-operation." The
orchestra played two selections be
fore and after the talk. A round
table discussion was held with some
of the student body represented by
the various classes. The faculty j
entertained Dr. Suhrie at supper |
and there they were able to have
a disoussion.
Results of the Knox-Lincoln
County Club election are: President.
Vera Blake of East Boothbay; vice
president, Robert Trask of Camden;
secretary and treasurer. Janet
Henry of Thomaston; official club
announcer, Marjorie Doe of Sheep
scot. The club played beano after
the business meeting and the grand
prize was won by Harleth Hobbs of
Hope.
Monday morning in Chapel
Gorham had the pleasure of wel
coming again the Misses Blake and
Morrill of Vermont Normal School
back on their yearly visit to the
school. Greetings were extended
from the school.
The Hockey interclass games are
vigorous. The Senior team lost to
the Juniors with the score 1-0. This
week finishes up the class games
and the girls who have come out
for this sport are divided into the
green and white teams.
Saturday evening in the Center
the Art Club gives a dance. Malissa

ROCKLAND

Barker’s Garage, Union

BcsOck of Rockland is on the re
freshment committee.
The Gorham Harriers have done
well in their debut, coming in first
to win over Bridgton Academy.
The Freshman boys have report
ed for basketball practice. Wes
ley Dodge of Boothby is one of the
recruits.
Our Equestrian, consisting of six
girls, go out every Monday after
noon.
Rose Flanagan and Malissa Bos
tick spent the weekend at home.

At Bates College
Wilfrid Walter, one of England's
greatest actors, will open the Bates
College 1938-39 lecture and concert
series. Mr. Walter will appear on
the Bates campus Monday Oct. 31.
and will present a few of the mono
logues for which he is famous.
Other prominent persons who will
appear on the Bates lecture and
concert serie sare: Nov. 14. E. Power
Biggs, English-American organist;
Dec. 12. Phyllis Bottome. author and
lecturer; Jan. 16. Bruce Bairnsfather, international humorist; Feb
13, Max Lerner, former editor of
the "Nation” and recently appoint
ed Professor of Political Science at
Williams College; April 18, ths
Harvard Glee Club, composed of 69
male voices.
The women debaters of Bates Col
lege will open their season Monday,
when they travel to the University
of Vermont and oppose the women
of that institution on the proposi
tion: “Resolved: That the United
States should establish an alliance
with Great Britain." Tuesday they
will meet the Middlebury women on
the same proposition. In both de
bates they will uphold the affirma
tive on the question. Members of
the Bates team are: Lucy Perry '39;
of Presque Isle; Bertha Bell '40, o

TEL. 1250
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston

Houlton; and Harriet White 41. of
Rutherford. N. J. The latter mem
ber of the team is making her ap
Four Ow ned By Round Top
pearance with the varsity for the first
Farms Complete Lacta
time. She was active in freshman
debating last year, and was the win
tion Records
ner of the freshman Prize Speak
ing contest.
The Holstein-Priesian Association
of America reports that four pure
bred Holsteins owned by the Round
NO. BURKETTVILLE
Top Farms, Damariscotta, recently
Mrs. Arlene Esancy and family completed lactation records above
visited Sunday at the home of Mrs the 350 pound fat mark in the Herd
Esancy's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Improvement Test. Included in
John Simmons in North Union.
this group are two daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Turner and Carnation (Matador Sultan 645901
daughters Barbara and Hope were who has seven tested daughters av
eraging on Mature B basis 14,670
Washington visitors Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Adams and I pounds milk and 534.0 pounds fat.
These two cows are Roto Matador
Miss Etta Gilman of Liberty were
callers last Saturday on Mrs. Au- ! BB Susan 1777723 and Roto Mata
dor Johanna Evangeline 1727012
bert Leigher.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy spent' “Susan" completed her 355-day test
with 12.788 pounds mik and 408 3
Sunday in Union as guests of their
pounds fat. freshening at the age
son. Wilbur.
of two years and eight months. She
Miss Katharine Thurston was re- is out of Roto Bess Burke Susan
cent dinner hostess to Mrs. Maude 1422463.
Overlock and daughter. Mrs. Doris
Her half-sister, Roto Matador
Miller.
Johanna Evangeline is credited with
Sanford Jones and grandson a record of 10.001 pounds milk and
Sanford were visitors last Satur 367.0 pounds fat in 270 days, as a
day at Robert Esancy's.
junior three-year-old. Her dam is
Philip Pease of Appleton is j Roto Johanna Evangeline 1081899.
A stable-mate. Roto Inka Dutch
threshing beans in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher and j Shepard 1721660 produced 10.210
family were callers Monday night pounds milk and 370.4 pounds fat in
at the James Curtis home in South 322 days, freshening at the age of
four years. She is sired by Sir Inka
Liberty.
Letta 557244. W’ho has 11 tested
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Ireland
visited Sunday In Rangeley. Mr.! daughters averaging on Mature B
basis 11.160 pounds milk and 426.0
Callahan of South Liberty cared for j
pounds fat. and Is out of Roto Dutch
the fish at the rearing pools In Mr. i
Shepard 1081898 Roto Bess Burke
Ireland's absence.
Shepard Lass 1508339. the daughter
of DeCreamCo Burke Fobes 13th,
358815 and Roto Shepard Twick AlWE BUY
aerta, 762241. produced 11.038 pounds
milk and 366.3 lbs. fat in 261 days,
AND SILVER
freshening at age of six years and
Clarence E. Daniels
two months. These tests were made
JEWELER
ln Class C, that Is twice a-day milk
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ing.

Purebred Holsteins

OLD GOLD

